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ILEIA's long-term objective is to contribute to a situation in
which Low-External-lnput and Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA)
is:
. widely adopted as a valid approach to agricultural

development, complementary to high-external-input
agriculture,

. recognised as a means to balance locally available
resources and local knowledge with modern technologies
requiring inputs from elsewhere,

. valued as a useful perspective in planning and
implementing agricultural research, education and
exensron,

. developing and consolidating its stock of knowledge and
scientific basis.

LEISA is agriculture which makes optimal use ot locally
available natural and human resources (such as climate.
landscape, soil, water, vegetation, local crops and animals,
local skills and indigenous knowledge) and is economically
feasible, ecologically sound, culturally adapted and socially
just. The use of external inputs such as mineral fertilisers,
pesticides and machinery is not excluded but is seen as
complementary to the use of local resources and has to meet
the above-mentioned criteria of sustainability.

ILEIA seeks to reach these objectives by operating a
documentation cenlre; publishing a quarterly newsletter,
bibliographies, resource guides etc; holding workshops; and
supporting regional networks in the Third World.

The opinions expressed in the arlicles do not necessarily
retlect the views ot lLElA.

Readers are encouraged to reprint or translate articles with
acknowledgement. Please send a copy of any reprint or
translation to lLElA.

DEAR READERS

This issue of the Newsletter does not deal with a specific theme.
Nevertheless fhis collection of encouraging articles seems to con-
tain a common message: "give room to innovating farmers".
Sherwood and Bentley as well as Ruddell and Beingolea show
that farmers can handle abstract concepts. Sherwood and Bentley
sfress facilitation of farmer experimentation, whereas Ruddell and
Beingolea have good experiences in training scientific methods
with farmers. Milton Flores and Reijntjes report on spreading of
ecologicalpractices in respectively Honduras and lndia.
Decreasing protitability ot "modern" agriculture is "forcing" farm-
ers towards ecological practices.ls this a chance to discover the
potential of such practices or is it a last resort tor marginalised
farmers? The article by VACVINA on Vietnam shows that where
governmental policies, training, intormation and the economic sit-
uation support each other, integrated agriculture can spread very
fast and can be adapted to all prevailing ecosystems.

Yet, despite these positive achievements we wonder whether
this will suffice to counter the real "bottlenecks" to sustainability:
economic processes and power structures leading to poverty and
environmental degradation.We have the impression that the
increasing number of publications and conferences on sustain-
able agriculture still leave farmers too much outside. Are econo-
mists, for example, still unable to develop instruments to analyse
sustainable agriculture on all aspects important to small farmers
and the environment? lt you can help ILEIA with information on
"economics dealing with sustainable agriculture" this will be
appreciated very much.ln the next ILEIA newsletter we hope to
come back on fhis rssue.

As editors, wE have experimented with a new idea: a cartoon.
Daniel Shamebo's story would, to our opinion, better come across
with cartoons. "l was frigthened by the assignment, but I ran out

1 of my office to find a cartoonist", and he
| / succeeded. Do you like this new

idea? Could you find a local car-
toonist and send in a true story for

one of the next Newsletters?

The Editors

?f

CABTOON by Eddie Handono, Studio Driya Media, Indonesia

COVER PHOTO: Chris Pennarts
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Farmers and the fertiliser bean
This article from Honduras sheds
some light on farmers'decisions
on which cropping system to use 6

Rats, mice and other vermin
A compilation of available indigenous
rodent pest control techniques in
Cauvery delta, India 9

Rural journal ism
A workshop for network members
to develop a culture of writing in
Ghana 10

Dare-to-Share Fair
A new idea to share information
on participatory learning
approaches was tried in Germany.
With success! 11

Networking for LEISA
How can the growing need of
information and training,for farmers
and NGOs in dryland Tamil Nadu,
India be dealt with?

Flexible experiments
A relaxed approach to help farmers
in Sri Lanka discover how to raise
teak in home nurseries

Listen more and talk less...

Learning with urban farmers
How can universities "produce"
researchers who are closer to the
realities of farmers? An example
from Bolivia. 22

Less fertiliser
lf a method can be developed,
based on nutrient recycling, green
manuring, less and better use of
fertilisers, this will greatly benefit
small-scale and resource-poor
farmers in Asia and Africa 24

An iterative training process
An approach which includes learning,
unlearning of old habits, implementa-
tion and evaluation may be more
effective for trainees 26

Love eggs
The benefits of using hybrid layers
as well as local hens in Nicaragua 2g

Sweet potatoes
Farmer experiences as well as on-
farm research with sweet potatoes
in Bangladesh and Ethiopia 29
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Tow ard s F armer Scientists
"Before we planted as our fathers had taught us. The experimental

field trials assisf us to identify the best variety and in this way improve
our production. we have also benefitted from doing mathematicat

calculations. n is nice to be able to do any catculation without doubt.,'
Learning how to do experimentat triats and documentation of the

results proved to be a key strategy for achieving food security on a
sustainable basis in Bolivia.

t6

Intensive smarl-scale farming
ln vietnam, integrated farming called vAC is spreading fast all over
the country. Even on sloping lands, acid and waterlogged soits and

moving sand dunes, small-scale larmers achieved increased
production for home consumption and the market. The vAC movement

increasingly succeeds to diversity its approach.

4

Understanding plant diseases
An innovative course on plant disease management in Nicaragua aimed
to learn farmers how to prevent plant diseases and not to resort to pesti-
cides. lt proved that through tearning about pathogens and disease, fhus
identitying the cause of ptant problems, farmers invent technotogies and

make informed choices to improve their production system.
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ln Vietnam, a country of
small-scale farmers, an

.integrated farming
system called VAC

rapidly gains interest.
Although their plots are
small, most farmers can
achieve surplus tor the

market from six months
to two years after
starting the work.

c

q

lntensive small.sGale farming
in Vietnam

VACVINA

he VAC.y.t"r is a highly intensive
method of small-scale farming in
which food gardening, fish rearing

and animal husbandry are integrated.
Developed from traditional gardening in
the fertile Red River Delta, which is a major
rice growing area, VAC farming is now
practised in most regions of Vietnam. In
1986 the Association of Vietnamese gar-
deners, VACVINA, was founded to pro-
mote this system. Due to decades of war
Vietnam's agriculture was seriously set
back. Malnutrition was widespread in rural
areas. Many families only had rice. As the
VAC system produces a diversity of easy-
to-grow nutritious vegetables, fruits and
animal proteins it is a very effective
approach to combat malnutrition and
increase income. Research has shown
that in many communities in the Red River
Delta where VAC farming is practised,
income from VAC constitutes 50-70o/o ot
farmers' income. Annual income through
VAC farming is three io five times higher
than that derived in the same area from
growing two rice crops per year. For this
reason VACVINA gets support from the
government and international organisa-
tions such as UNICEF.

The basic design
First a hole is dug in the ground. The soil
from the hole is used forthe foundations on
which the house and the animal sheds are
built and to raise garden beds. House and

gardens need to be protected from rising
water, as the Red River Delta is flooded
each summer. Rainfall and the high water
table turn the hole itself into a pond. In this
way a small area is created where animal
husbandry, gardening and fish rearing can
be combined adjacent to the house.

Crops are grown in the garden in a bio-
intensive way without the use of chemi-
cals. Various species are intercropped and
overlapped to make full use of moisture,
solar energy and soil nutrients. Fruit trees
are interspersed with vegetables, beans
and tuber crops which grow in the shade.
Other legumes are grown along the edge
of the garden and timber trees and rattan
are planted to form green fences.

A variety of fish is reared in the pond, so
that food resources are fully used at differ-
ent water depths. Taro is planted around
the pond and marsh-lentils cover part of its
surface. Gourds are grown on the trellis
just above the water.

Pigsty and poultry shed are situated
close to the pond. Pig manure is used for
plant and fish food and various garden
products are used to feed the livestock and
fish. During the dry season, the pond pro-
vides nutrient-rich water and sludge to irri-
gate and fertilise the garden.

The whole VAC system is operated by
the farmerls family. They consume or sell
the products and in return they contribute
organic waste to the system. As the VAC
system is very labour intensive, it provides
productive employment for people of all
ages because hard manual labour is not
required. VAC farming allows women to

work in a healthy environment close to
their home and children, instead of going
to distant rice fields or construction works.

Modifying VAC
The originalVAC model has been modified
to suit Vietnam's three principal ecological
regions: the coastal area, the deltas, and
the foot-hills and mountains. Further mod-
ifications are being made to suit particular
conditions, such as in cyclone-susceptible
dune areas (see next article).

In the coastal areas a typical VAC gar-
den is bordered by a row of Casuarina
equisetifoliaacting as a windbreak, hinder-
ing drifting sand and filtering salt. Other
trees and rattan are densely planted on
mounds built up around the garden as pro-
tection. Within the garden, a variety of fruit
trees is grown. Fish and prawps are raised
in brackish ponds and canals.

In the deltas, especially Mekong Delta,
people. dig canals around and between
their gardens to achieve better drainage
and to wash salt from the soil. Fruit trees
grown here are selected according to their
suitability to water quality and soil type. On
land close to the coast, coconut palms are
intercropped with e.g. rambutan, mango,
citrus, bananas, guavat pineapple. A little
further inland, citrus species dominate and
are intercropped with coffee, cacao and
pepper plants.

In the foothills and mountains the higher
and steeper slopes are covered with tim-
ber trees intercropped with Nitrogen{ixing
plants and trees. Further down the slope
timbertrees are mixed with coffee ortea or
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The fish pond plays a central role in VAC systems.

with fruit trees such as apricot, plum, per-
simmon and longan. Peanuts, pulses,
medicinal herbs and tuber crops are plant-
ed underneath. A series of small ditches
and contour banks are built along the
slopes to prevent erosion. Pineapples are
often grown along the contour banks. Near
the foot of the hill, close to the house, the
vegetable garden, animal shed and fish
pond are situated.

Spreading VAC
To extend its activities VACVINA applies
the strategy "from model farms to exten-
sive fields". This starts from the experienc-
es gained on selected pilot farms situated
in each typical ecological region. First, pilot
families are selected, then VAC tech-
niques are introduced through in-service
training, seminars, field practice and clubs
of VAC practitioners. On the basis of this
information the pilot families design their
own family VAC system. With support of
technicians and supplies (tools, animals,
fishes, improved seeds and documents)
from VACVINA they create their own VAC
garden. When the first results are
achieved, a meeting is organised for train-
ees and activists in neighbouring commu-

nities to assess the work done and to
exchange experiences. When results and
benefits are evident and understood by the
local people, VAC practices are extended
in the surrounding areas.

With the new policy of the Vietnamese
Government to encourage promotion of
family self-reliance and income, the VAC
movement is increasing strongly and play-
ing an important role in improving people's
life as well as in diversifying Vietnamese
agriculture and protecting natural resourc-

es and the environment to ensure sustain-
able development.

I

VACVINA, UNICEF and Rosemary Morrow
VACVINA, 6, Nguyen Cong Tru Street, Hanoi,
Vietnam.

Reference
- National Association of Vietnamese Gardeners.
VAG and VACVINA: Vietnamese community
action programme against hunger, malnutrition
and environmental destruction Hanoi. VACVINA.
32 o.

"l didn't recede to tame the lands"
says Tran Muoi,42 years old.

The district of Hong Dan is a back district in the
province of Minh Hai. lt is a remole area, in
which sulphate soils prevail. These last years,
changes have been made to remove the old
fashioned image of an area with "mosquitoes
flying in flocks, and leeches swimming in
schools". The district has become busier, su!
phate soils have been improved, farm crops
cultivation and animal husbandry are develop-
lng.
"My family has 2.5 ha of fields meant for Than

Nong rice cultivation and 1.2 ha of "unman-
aged" garden. We were living under moderate-
ly tight conditions. First I went to Pong Dien to
learn how to practise gardening in a better way,
how people grow sapote, citrus, durian and oth-
er crops successfully and get better off through
gardening. Coming back home, I started with-
out any delay growing 21 sapote and 40 citrus
trees. The next year I succeeded in planting
some 50 citrus more and multiplying planting
materials. However, success didn't come at
once: many plants died off because of soil acid-
ity and fungi attac*s. But I didn't recede, still
going ahead with mounds and beds raising,
using manure and ashes to "tame" the lands.

When planting trees, I didn't apply fertilisers
directly, but used instead fermented rice husk,
composts, ashes and farm manure. Seedlings
were planted carefully wilh their root systems
undamaged. They were supported by stakes
following the direction of prevailing wind. I didn't
pick in the first haruests of crops, but used them
for soil fertilisation. Watering, pest control, Soil
cultivation and dressing have never been
neglected."
"l also went out, in particularto the Agricultural

College of Can Tho to talk with the teachers'
there and many other experienced VAC gar-
deners about the best techniques of these
operations and the best dosages to be applied
each time. Doing this, I have got the confidence
of all my customers. They have come to my
place to buy more and more vegetables and
planting materials."
"ln Hong Dan, people have got a saying: "Mind

your canals while farming the lands". I have fol-
lowed strictly that piece of wise advice, clean-
ing all small canals at the onset of the rainy sea-
son. From canals of bigger size, I have dredged
out bottom mud for bed raising every 2-3 years.
In the rainy season, I drained water from my
garden to wash out sulphate salts, took in fresh
water from canals and rivers. As a result, the
sites have been improving. That success has
made me develop 3 cong (1 cong = 1296m1

more for fruit crop cultivation. By now, in our
garden, we grow 300 sapote and 2S0 jujube
plants, over 220 citrus of all kinds, 60 sweet
carambola trees and lots of vegetables. From
animal husbandry and fish culture in thecanals
we have Mdongs 4-5 a year. Total income from
fruit products and many other things has
reached Mdongs 55-60 a year."
"Products marketing has raised problems as

buyers could not come very often to my farm.
Facing that we have planted a wide range of
crops which could be easily sold at reasonable
prices at local markets. We made plans how to
sell all kinds of fruit and vegetables at the dis-
trict market every day directly to consumers for
them to get fresh food. One of my cousins has
been in charge of that business.'t
"l have a special interest in sapote cultivation,

and now l'm trying to develop something to
improve its fruit production and quality and
induce fruit setting of that tree species all the
year round. I hope l'll be successful. Recenfly, I
have been elected executive of the District
VACVINA Branch, in charge of technical assis-
tance to all members in the district."

From: Vac Ecosystem and models of productive
VAC in Vietnam, VACVINA, Hanoi, 1994, 116 pp. A
booklet reporting on the economics oJ VAC syslems
and factors of importance tor VAC develooment.
The booklet includes 35 interuiews with tarmers.
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Sand Dune Farming
Rosemary Morrow

I n the central coastal zone of Vietnam
I the sand dunes along the sea have
I bebn stripped of their vegetation by
massive bombing during the war, deforest-
ation and an increasing number of people
and animals taking away whatever vegeta-
tion appears. The dunes are seen to
belong to everyone for scavenging and to
no one for responsible rehabilitation. The
result is that along the coast there are float-
ing sand dunes eight kilometres wide in .
some places and hundreds of kilometres
long. The salt laden winds blow the sand
inshore over houses and paddy fields. The
extreme climate with a hot dry season,
floods and cyclones makes the situation
even more difficult. Famine occurs fre-
quently in this region and poverty is widely
spread. Due to increasing population den-
sity the land is very much needed for farm-
ing, but very little money is available for
reclamation.

Innovative project
In 1992. VACVINA started an innovative
project in Quang Binh province, funded by
the Quaker Service Australia and
Australian government funds, to see if it is
possible to reclaim the sand dunes and to
turn them into viable, productive and sus-
tainable small farms. Two pilot commu-
nities Vo Ninh and Thanh Thuy were cho-
sen and 80 families who were selected as
modelfarms received VAC courses in sus-
tainable intensive gardening techniques
and sand dune stabilisation. ln each com-
munity demonstration centres were estab-
lished to grow seeds and planting material
for large numbers of indigenous coastal
grasses and creepers, trees and vegeta-
bles. The dunes were divided into sections
and given into lease to each participating
family. Families worked together in ham-
lets.

Dune stabilisation
The first step was to stabilise the sand
dunes to minimise the impact of the strong
cyclonic and salty winds. To do this, spe-
cial techniques were used, borrowed from

beach stabilisation in Australia. Contrary to
conventional sand dune stabilisation, work
began on the top of the inland dunes.
Grasses and creepers were planted just
off the crest of the dune on the windward
side. Planting then continued inland and
down the slope with three to five rows of
drought, salt and cyclone resistant trees.
Once the nearest dune was stabilised the
family would start on the next dune closer
to the sea. The windbreaks have many
plants of economic value as well as local
jndigenous species. Fruit trees were inter-
planted between the windbreaks. In this
waythe land is being productive again and
growth conditions are improved. Farmers
needing fuelwood were encouraged to
take it f rom the sides and taller branches of
any existing vegetation, thus encouraging
bushier, lower, lateral growth of the plants
which results in increAsed wind resistance.
However, VACVINA readily accepts that
the cyclones are very strong and that there
will always be destruction.

lmproved production
Farmers receive no immediate yields from
this windbreak system but they are
assured of land tenure and hence of the
later benefits. They were also given agri-
cultural training to improve yields on the
land close to their homes to reduce their
need to scavenge the sand dunes and -
have their anirnals graze them. During the
non-cyclone season the normal nutritional
garden and paddy crops common to.the

Prollle of movlng sand dunea coverlng housas
and flelds.

VAC ecosystems throughout Vietnam are
planted. However, during the cyclone sea-
son root crops such as onions, chives, gar-
lic, ginger, sweet potato and taro are
grown. Even if the land is flooded most of
these will survive until the floodwater sub-
sides and people can eat while replanting.

Another unusual technology is the use of
leaking fishponds. These are located in the
valleys between the dunes and close tothe
house. A freshwater lens situated under
the sand dunes is tapped and the flow is
directed from one shallow pond (about 30
cm) to the next. The flowing water is aerat-
ed and its temperature stays cool enough
for pond fish. Around the ponds coconuts,
bananas, sweet potato, taro, mints and
herbs are planted.

Fundamental to a farming system on
pure sand is the use of organic fertiliser.
Therefore, the key to this cultivated eco-
system is the growing of green manure
crops and keeping pigs for their manure.
Grass and manure are composted and the
compost is placed exactly under or around
each seed or seedling. The plants are
carefully watched and when the leaf colour
changes to a slightly weaker green or
when flowers and fruit are forming, plants
are given some extra fertiliser. lt is quite
extraordinary to see really vigorous and
healthy plants growing in pure beach
sands.

Results
This innovative means of stabilising dunes
and turning them into productive small
farms appears to be working. The system
is being carefully monitored and people
from adjoining areas visiting the project
would dearly love to extend the principles
and practices to their moving sand dunes.
Some degree of copying is already taking
place.

I
Rosemary Morrow, Earth Care, 17 Thirroul St,
Blackheath 2785. Australia.
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Why do larmers go for
fertiliser bean?

D,ata were collected from two main
| lsources: the information given by
- lhs fspmers and the records kept by
the extension workers who offer credit and
technical assistance to the groups. During
the two months needed to gatherthe infor-
mation, there were three meetings with the
farmers. Group discussion made it pos-
sible to crosscheck data perceived as
incorrect or where differences in opinion
existed. However, it also provided impor-
tant information on, for example, the histo-
ry of the use of the plant, the types of soil it
does not prosper in, the effect of weed con-
trol methods or the absence of diseases.

Data from the second source made it
possible to compare those aspects that
farmers find relevant, such as production
costs, labour utilisation and return to each
invested Lempira. Data analysis was done
together with the extension workers. The
results were presented to the farmers in
simple and comparative charts and
explained as clearly as possible. This
allowed forample discussion on the results
of the two groups. The suggestions, criti-
cism and comments given by the farmers
were incorporated in the final report. This
approach proved to be a forceful learning
tool forfarmers as well as researchers.

Two ways to produce maize
There are two maize production systems
in the Atlantic region. The first one com-
bines traditional knowledge and experi-
ence related to maize production with
some elements of modern technology.
The use of the fertiliser bean is an integral
part of this system. This system is here
referred to as maizelmucuna. The San
Jos6 group of farmers has used this
system since 1974. lts main characteris-
tics are:
. minimum tillage
. low use of external inputs, such as

seeds, fertilisers and pesticides,
although herbicides are generally used

. constant yields over the years

. extensive use of cultivated fields.

The second system is referred to as the
"modern" system. lt is promoted bythefor-
mal extension programmes. The farmer
group El Retiro has practised this system
for almost a decade. lt is characterised by:
. intensive mechanised soil preparation
. high use of external inputs like e.g. fertil-

isers, seeds and herbicides
high credit need to pay for production
costs (the farmers of El Retiro obtained
credit for an amount of L. 36,000 to sow
40 manzana (0.7 ha), whereas the San
Jos6 group only required L.13,000 for
the same area)

The use of the velvet bean lMucuna
sp.), or fertiliser bean, has been
Iargely spread in Honduras and

Central America. lt has been
estimated that about 50,000 tarmers

are using mucuna in Central America
as a whole. ln recent years, numerous

scientitic studies have shown the
contribution of this leguminous
speclbs to maintenance of soil

fertility and control of nematodes.
But, why do farmers decide to use

this plant? Are there economic
reasons tor this preference? To

understand why tarmers decide to
use or not to use fertiliser bean,

CIDICCO carried out a comparative
study on farming practices and the
economic resurts of two jroups of
tarmers from the Atlantic region in

Honduras.

Milton Flores

. increasing amounts of fertilisers to
obtain constant yields (four years ago
farmers applied two quintals of fertiliser
per manzana, whereas today they have
to apply four to six quintals per manza-
na).

. intensive use of land with two grain
crops, maize and rice, with high nutrient
demands.

For the maize/mucuna farmers the agricul-
tural season starts in December with
cutting the fertiliser bean. The beans have
already produced seeds which, once there
is sufficient humidity, willgerminate. Maize
is sown directly in the mulch of the fertilis-
er bean and thus germinates in a weed-
free environment. Maize and fertiliser bean
start to grow at the same time. About 15
days after sowing, some farmers do a first
cleaning with a machete to control growth
of the fertiliser bean. However, the major-
ity of farmers apply gramoxone to control
the weeds. Between 50 and 60 days after
sowing, the maize/mucuna farmers apply
the first and only Nitrogen gift in the form of
urea. Fertilisation in th9 "technological,'
system is done according to technical
specifications. Haruesting of maize slarts
end of April. After the harvest, fertilisei
bean is allowed to cover the land until
December.

The soils of the Atlantic region.are clas-
sified as aluvial plains. They are gener-
ally welldrained and deep with a slope
.ol1lo2o/o. Land is used forpasture and
crop production. Some natural forest
has remained. The average tempera-
ture ffuctuates between 24 and 22.C.
The average annual precipitation_ is
2440 mm. The rainy season is from
around mid-June till mid-December. ln
this season mainly rice is groWn. From
December until June maize is the main
crop.

Economic comparison
The following charts summarise the most
relevant economic information that could
be documented and which was presented,
discussed and modified during the discus-
sions with the farmers.
The discussion with the farmers centred
around reasonsforthe differences in costs
between the twogroups.
. Seeds: The San Jos6 group uses only

traditional seed, whereas the El Retiro
group uses improved seed which has to
be purchased. They also use more seed
due to smaller planting distances.

. Herbicides: Due to the cover of fertilis-
er bean weed infestation is considerably
reduced, thus decreasing the use and
application costs of herbicides.

. Fertilisers: Due to recycling of consid-
erable amounts of biomass and symbi-
otic N-fixation, a better balance of nutri-
ents is obtained when fertiliser beans
are used.

. Land preparation:The San Jos6 group
uses a system of minimum tillage that
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Table 2. Comparison of the total production costs for 40 manzana in Lempira

Maize/tucuna Gosts 96 "todem" Gosb96

Seed
Pesticides
Fertilizers
Preparation of land
Sowing
Fertilizer application
Herbicide application
Harvest
Shelling

TOTAL

Labour
Inputs
Services
Others
lnterest

TOTAL

llalze/tucrna Sfistem

1 0
62

100
't28

40
1 6
1 6
80

105
557

llaize/tucuna

48.21
55.00

595.00
2,651.55
2,056.55

3.46
2.056,55

16.46

ollodolrru S1lstem

24
151.5
206
225
56
48
56
96

131.25
993.75

Table 1. Comparison of production costs per manzana (0.7 Ha) in Lempira hillsides, fertility increases steadily over a
fifteen year period after adoption of the
mucuna system. The value of increased
fertility is not included, nor is the decreased
fertility in the "modern" system.
Nevertheless, we still believe that the main
conclusions drawn from this will hold and
explain why the farmers of San Jos6 inter-
crop fertiliser beans with maize.

Traditional practice discarded
The farmers gave several reasons for dis-
carding the traditional practice of using fer-
tiliser beans. Until five years ago, the mes-
sage had been that agricultural moder-
nisation required adopting the so called
"technglogical package". Atthe same time,
access was offered to credit allowing farm-
ers to obtain the inputs. Campaigns stated
that the technological alternative would be
more productive and efficient in terms of
labour. In the first years, farmers indeed
experienced improved productivity and
income. Under these circumstances, no
extension programme promoted other
practices than the use of chemicals.
Traditional practices, like the use of fertilis-
er bean, were even seen as signs of old
fashioned agriculture. Even farmers' asso-
ciations promoted the new system. A
farmer said: "The birds sing pretty...that is
why the farmer is hooked".

Limitations
One of the most important limitatibns of the
maize/mucuna system as practised in this
region is that only one crop per year can be
grown. Many farmers want to grow rice
after harvesting the maize.

Farmers who have no security in land
ownership do not cultivate fertiliser bean.
This is directly related to the idea that ferti-
liser bean improves the soil. And no-one
wants to improve something he or she
does not own.

Fruit trees, mainly citrus, have been
planted on many fields where farmers
used to grow cereals. Many farmers have
abandoned the use of fertiliser beans for
this reason.

The majority of organised farmer groups
use the "technological" system with some
adjustments. The maize/mucuna system
is used especially on slopes and by inde-
pendent farmers.

However, rising prices of fertilisers and
other chemical products, particularly herbi-
cides, combined with decreasing yields
and the ending of credit programmes have
caused farmers to re-evaluate "technolog-
ical" practices and bring back cultivation of
the fertiliser bean.

Reference 
I

- Milton Flores, 1993. Tlenen razon loa agrlculturos
de usar el frijol abono? La contrlbuclon de esta
especie a la economla de algunos grupos campe
slnos de la Costa Norte De Honduras. CIDICCO.
Informe Tecnico No.12.

Milton Flores, CIDICCO, AP,1443, Tegucigalpa
MDC, Honduras.

12,547
6,583
4,270

35
361

23,790

52 11,490 26
27 17,266 39
18 13,832 32

0
1,082

43,670

Table 3. Summary of the result trom the production season 1990-1991

Yield (100 kg/Mz)
Selling Price (U100 kg)
Production Costs (UMz)
Gross lncome (UMz)
Net Income (UMz)
Retum to cash (UL)
Return to land value (UMz)
Return to labour (UL) .

"todent"

62.93
55.fi)

1,092.00
3,461.15
2,369.15

2.17
2,369.15

20.62

(1 US$ = 6.s L)

does not require machinery. The service
cost for agricultural machinery consider-
ably raises the production costs for the
"modern" system.

The tables show that the production costs
were 84Y" higher for the "modern" system.
This is mainly caused by the costs of inputs
and services. The tables also show that
with the "modern" system, better yields
can be obtained (22%in this case). ln the
maizelmucuna system labour costs are
52o/" ol the total costs. Labour is provided
by people from the area. On the. other
hand, in the "modern" system, costs of
inputs and services, paid to local and
regional business, are 71o/" of the total
costs. From a social point of view, the
maizelmucuna system contributes more to
the generation of temporary employment
opportunities, income and money
exchange within the community.

Even though with the "modern" system
yields were higher, the maizelmucuna
system obtained a 1 .29 times higher return
on investment. As the costs of production
of especially the "modern" system
increase over the years and yields stay
practically the same, this difference will
become bigger in the following years.

Farmers perceived that the group with
. higher costs is exposed to greater risks if

prices would suddenly fall. For example, at
the moment of this study, the price per 100
kg for maize dropped to 25 lempira, which
does not compensate for efforts and risks
taken.

As credits have become difficult to
obtain and interest on informal credit rang-
es from 60 to 400% per annum, return to
cash is the most important criterium for
poor farmers. The "modern" system is
practised on flat valley bottomland. lt yields
a relatively good return per manzana
which makes this system attractive to
these farmers. However, the maize/mucu-
na system is mainly practised on lands with
slopes of 20 to 50%, which are of lower val-
ue (about 50%). The return on land value
(100% higher for the Mucuna system on
sloping land) is therefore a more relevant
measurethan the return on land. Forfarm-
ers forwhom both capital and land are lim-
iting the mucuna system is highly advanta-
geous. The return to labour is hardly an
important consideration for small farmers,
as in most cases, it is their least limiting
resource.

The information is not complete and fur-
ther economic issues could be brought up.
For instance, it is known that even on steep
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Rats, mice and other uermin
P. Neelanarayanan, R. Nagarajan

and R. Kanakasabai

Iver since man started to cultivate
f crops on this planet, he has been
I losing significant quantit ies of grains
by the vermin, rats and mice. Three oairs
of rodents cause ten times greater dam-
age through their excreta. lt has been esti-
mated that in India, we lose 7 to g million
tonnes of food grains every year due to
rodents and the loss is seven thousand
million rupees. To overcome the rodent's
reign overthe crops man has also adopted
simple, economic and effectire control
measures against them from time imme-
morial. With the advent of rodenticides
numerous farmers abandoned traditional
control measures. They were unaware of
the dire consequences ol these chemicals
to the domestic livestock and other wild
non-target organisms. Now, the time has
come to search for rodent control methods
which will not create any havoc on the eco-
system. In view of this, an attempt has
been made to summarise the information
on indigenous rodent control methods of
the Cauvery delta, India, which are
deerned to be ecologically sustainable and
safe.

Burrow fumigation
For this method, a mud oot of
2 lcapacity is used with a hole
at the centre of the bottom to
blow the air at the time of
fumigation. A handfulof burn-
ing straw is then insefted into
the pot carefully. Active bur-
rows of field rodents are iden-
tif ied and the mouth of the por
is fixed in the burrow
entrance. With the active bur-
rows of lesser bandicoot rat
Bandicota bengalensis and
lndian field mouse Mus boo-

Taniore bow trap
This is considered to be one of the best
tools for rodent pest control which is made
of locally available bamboo. The practice
of using these traps in Cauvery delta is still
continuing today and the farmers are sat-
iefied with this method. The trap is assem-
bled by local men. The traps are placed in
lhe evening hours in a grid pattern in the
paddyfields at3-5 m interval, and thev are
left ovemight. The parched paddy, mixed
wilh coconut oil, is often used as a bait
material lo attract the rodents. Next morn-
ing, the traps are inspected and the
trapped rodents removed. The water level
in the paddy lields must be maintained
upto 4 inehes.

duga, should be unplugged. The smoke that is blown into the burrows makes the animals
suffocate and die inside the burrows. The fumigated burrows can be opened and the
death of the occupant rodent may be confirmed.

Rat hunting by men
In this method during night
hours, three or four people
group together and start to
walk on the bunds of f ields
and inside the paddy fietds
with a bright petrornax light
and a stick. The illumination
that comes frorn the light daz-
zles the moving rats, makes
them inactive and imrnobite.
Then they are blown and
killed with the help of a stick.

Perching poles for avian predators
In this method, the noxious rodent pests
are checked lo a certain extent by biologi-
cal means. The "T" shaped perching poles
(4' - 6' in height with a 2'cross bar) pre-
pared for the predators, especially barn
owles, are planted in the fields in order to
provide more accessibility for such preda-
tors to capture and gobble rodents. White
droppings of a bam owl is seen on the pole.

Other methods are a crocodile trap to cap-
ture rats like larger bandicoot Bandicota
indica; pittall traps {pots of 20 litres placed
in the fields) and placing palmyrah leaves
and/or polythene bags of which the sound
at night threatens incoming rodents. Of
these methods mentioned, only Tanjore
bow traps, burrow digging, and planting
palmyrah leaves or polythene bags tied-
sticks are widely used. The other methods
mentioned are used here and there.
Nowadays, the method for perching poles
is not much in use. We believe it is the right
time for us to spread this knowledqe
among the farmers and this can help thjm
to some extent to bring down the rodent
pests population.

I

P. Neelanarayanan, R. Nagaraian and
R. Kanakasabai, Division of Witdlife Biology,
AVC College, Mayitaduthurai 609 30S, India.
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Workshop on rural iournalism

CASARD, like any other network, is
a loose organisation that thrives on
the exchange of experiences,

expertise and resources among members
without compromising the individual iden-
tities of the member organisations. To faci-
litate this networking process, ECASARD,
since 1992, identified the need to establish
a newsletter as a medium for free flow of
information among member organisations
and other like-minded NGOs in Ghana and
abroad. ECASARD also saw the need to
encourage members to document their
experiences in international and regional
newsletters such as lLElA, Baobab and
Acacia, so as to share their experiences
with others. As a working principle, ECA-
SARD normally sets up a task force to
tackle any specific problem that arises. A
taskforce was therefore set up in 1 993 with
the mandate to set up the newsletter and
also solicit articles from members for publi-
cation in the newsletters of our partners.

Documenting experiences
In spite of all genuine efforts, by the middle
of 1994 the task force had not made any
headway. However, from the reports of
another task force that was set up to do a
follow-up monitoring of a workshop on
sustainable agriculture that was organised
earlier, it was realised that member orga-
nisations had a wealth of experience. The
tendency, however, has been for mem-
bers to look up to their external (donor)
partners for innovations while lots of it
abounds in their immediate neighbour pro-
jects.

At an Executive Committee meeting, the
situation was re-assessed and it was con-
cluded that the difficulty to get members to

ECASARD is an ecumenical network in.
Southern Ghana which aims at promoting
the principles and practice of Low-Extemal-

.Input and Sustainable Agriculture. We will
liketo share experiences with other like-min-
ded networks especially in the West African
sub-region. Any correspondence should be
addressed to: Mr. Bernard Y. Gu;i (chair-
man), ECASARD, PO Box 68, Madina,
Accra, Ghana.

As part of her human resource
development programme, the
Ecumenical Associatioi for
Sustainable Agriculture and

Rural Development
(ECASABD) organised a

workshop in October last year
lor 20 members of the network.

The goal was to create a
culture of writing among

members'and to provide them
with simple writing skills that
will help them articulate and

document their field
experiences in publishable
articles. The workshop was

facilitated by resource persons
from the school ot

Communication Studies of the
University of Ghana.

Bernard Guri

document their rich experiences was
because:
. members, like most rural development

workers, have not developed the culture
of writing;

. most members do not have writing skills;

. members are not sufficiently motivated
to document their experiences.

It was therefore decided to tackle the pro-
blem form the roots, that is, to eliminate the
identified bottlenecks. Hence the work-
shop on Rural Journalism. Two represen-
tatives selected by each of the seven
regional networks that form ECASARD
and all Executive members took part in the
workshop. They are expected to organise
similar workshops for the other members
in their own region.

.The workshop introduced participants to
the principles of Development Journalism
as opposed to conventional journalism. lt
also dealt with topics such as what is fit to
print, the structure of an article, elements
of good writing and tips on farm and envi-
ronmental journalism. The workshop

ended with a hands-on exercise to write
model articles on real work experiences of
the participants. This article is a product of
that exercise!

Members telltheir own story
The need for free flow of expertise in any
network cannot be overemphasised. lt is,
however, equally important to empower
members to be able to tell their own sto-
ries. The tendency has been for so called
professionals to talk on their behalf of rur-
al communities. Most often, such profes-
sionals twist these messages to suit tfieir
theoretical models. Providing skills to rural
workers to be able to document theirexpe-
riences is an important task that should not
be overlooked in networks that involve rur-
al organisations. lt is the only way by which
interest can be maintained among mem-
bers.

Based on this introductory workshop,
ECASARD has drawn a long-term strate-
gy to motivate members to begin to docu-
ment their experiences. The newsletter,
which will be called "The Sustainable
Farmer" shall be launched by January
1995. "The Sustainable Farmer" will provi-
de information in many areas including the
following:
. innovations in sustainable agriculture

and rural development;
. field activities of individual member pro-

jects and the regional networks;
. activities of the national Executive

Commiftee;
o current events in agriculture and rural

development in Ghana and elsewhere.

Bern Gurl, ECASARD, PO Box 68, Madina,

Accra. Ghanl.
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a conference of coffee breaks

Daro.to.Shtie Fair
Markets and fairs ar7.g.1!rL0.rd!Tariry good media for information exchange andtransfer of innovations..with this idea,Li internationat mariet'ii'ilni"ipaorv tearningapproaches was held' lJwe Kievetitz ot the German Agency tor reinnicat cooperation(GTZ) reports on a stimurating event ani gives so-me iaeis iir otners ptanning

something similar.

Uwe Kievelitz

I larkets all over the world serve to
lltlovercome the limits of locality by
f Ulattracting people tro, nearLni
far.as buyers or sellers of goods, be they
fruits or technical implements, social rela_
tions. (e.9. narriage arrangements) or
Knowledge. Trade fairs as a specialform of
market, focusing on one topic or one item
only, became one of the prime vehicles for
agricultural extension and innovation
glgFnqe in rhodernising countries (pretty
1991). These experiences provided the
stimulus for an informal meeting of
European practitioners and promote-rs of
Participatory Technology Development, to
initiate a completely new kind of irade fair:
The "Dare-to-Share Fair of participatory
Learning Approaches,',

As participatory approaches have
gained unrestrained popularity, even in
conservative donor circles, there is no
longer a need for general discussions.
Many people and organisations have
experimented with participatory appraisal,
research and development or landuse
planning in practice. Many of these valu_
able experiences are nof yet intensively
sfared. Therefore, time seemed right to
stimulate an exchange of "approache"s that
work". Why not organise a market? A
meeting place for people to offer good"products", to barter knowledge, to ireet
each other and develop new ideas?

Lively exchange
With .this fair on participatory learning
experiences, we wanted to encourage th6
exchange of knowledge and experi6nces
among practitioners; demonstrate the
wide v-arieg of methods and approaches
regarding participation and make the host_
ing institution aware of the possibilities,
p-olentials and paradigms of participatory
rearntng.

. A suitable learning atmosphere had to
be created. The main objective was bring_
ing together practitioners of widely Oiveri_
fg participatory approaches: troir
Participatory Rural Appraisal to SWAp
(uuccesses - Weaknesses _ Aims _
Problems), from Development Theatre to
tSIigipglgrV Neighbourhood ptanning
with the "planning for real,'toolbox, from ,i
methode GRAAP" (Groupe de Recherche
9t d'Appui pour I'Autopromotion
Paysanne) to farmers, fairs (Mapatano

'!S94t and Rapid Organisational
Appraisal. In two days, over 40 different
organisations and persons (NGOs, con_
sultants, scientists, GTZ projects) put up
market booths where they "bartered" their
knowledge and organised over20 different
workshops, video shows and discussion
fora. Theoretical discussions were held,
e.g. on participation and poverty or on the
problems of institutionalising pirticipatory
approaches (Samaranayake 1994), bui
clearly the main emphasis was on'iried_
and-tested approaches and methods.

Preparing for learning
A market in itself is a networking event. lt is
like a conference which only ionsists of
coffee breaks. The actors are not a few
internationally renowned academics, but
rather everyone who comes to the market
and "dares to share" his or her experienc_
es.

A small steering group of five people
came together for the conceptual prepara_
tion of the fair and to take the main deci_
sions,.Additionally, a "market manager,,
was hired by GTZ for a period of Iwo
months to carry out the main organisation_
al tasks., like sending invitation!, drawing
the market lay-out, arranging all materials]
dealing with the budget and llt administra_
tive matters. He was supported by a train_

ee from the university, a part_time secre_
tary and, in the last two weeks before the
fair, by an additional secretary and a sec_
ond trainee.

An informal network of people from
European organisations supporting over_
seas development helped prepare the fair,
mainly through public relations in order to
gain wide international participation
(through the ILEIA network and iniormal
channels) and by rallying for financial sup_
g9rt. As a result, two participants from
Africa were sponsored by CTA
Wageningen and another four Oy ine GtZ_
suppofted "Resource Management
through Self-Help', project.

Sharing tools
Various. organisational structures
enhanced learning during the fair:. the market an open area, in which eve_

ry person ororganisation who had previ_
ously announced their participation and
topic could display experiences, meth_
ods and "approaches that work,' _ or
raise provoking questions on issues
which need further inquiry.

. workshops: topical events in which
peoplg could come together for experi_
ential learning (e.g. a session to practise
Development Theatre), for discussion or
to organise future cooperation.

. "Open Space", as an alternative to pre_
viously fixed workshop themes (S. ilao
n.d.): the visitors of the market were giv_
en the possibility to spontaneously raise
tssues o.r propose topics for which they
sought discussion paftners. Rooms (the
open spaces) were provided foi self_
selected groups to meet and interact.
The proposing persons were given time
slots, had the possibility to publicly
announce their topic and rally for inter_
ested participants. Then the interaction
oegan.

. video and slide shows: visualisation is
a very important principle in participato_
ry work, Likewise, it is an important
didactic principle. A lot of qualiiatively
good material has been produced in the
last few years and some of this was
shown during the fair.

Market atmosphere
For a market fair to be attractive, it is nec_
essary to prepare an environment that vis_
itors find stimulating and lively. This does
not need high investments. For example,
individual market booths for the participat_
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The market otfered lots of opportunities to sharc
expeflences.

ing organisations are important, because
these create the atmosphere of a typical
market and lead the participants to display
their experiences in the form of posters,
materials, photos etc. Some additional
common space is helpful to integrate res_
taurant booths, cafes or the like so that
people can meet, rest and discuss. A num-
ber of rooms are necessary for workshops,
video shows etc. The whole area of the
market should be compact, so that people
can stroll from one event to another and no
participating organisation will end up in a
hidden corner where they feel left out.

For how long should such a fair contin-
ue? Many trade markets around the world
are one-off affairs over the course of a
week; others are permanent institutions.
Trade fairs usually take three days to one
week every year. A regional or national
market fair on participatory learning is a big
event, mobilising people from distant plac_
es. Therefore, a minimum of two to three
days seems necessary to justify the efforts
of coming to the market. The fair should
also not be too long, or else its attraction
will "fade away". lt must be something tru-
ly special and extraordinary.

Eager for more
This "Dare{o-Share Fair,' was the first
event of its kind. The public appeal was
overwhelmingly positive. Many organisa_
tions from 20 different countries of all con-
tinents participated, busloads of people
came from all over Germany and otficial
representatives from different organisa_.
tions came from as far as Rome (FAO).
Also, the final evaluation - organised as a
participatory event with small .buzzing
groups" exchanging their views and then
bringing issues forward in the plenary -
was very positive. lts most important sug_
gestions were to organise similar events in
other regions as well, to increase Southern
participation and to increase the duration
of the market to at least three days.

The market fair proved to be a very
appropriate medium of communication.
interaction and learning. Based on the
principles of experiential learning, decen-
tralisation, equality between participants,
learning to unlearn and share and visual-
isation, it is in line with the main principles
on which participatory approaches them-
selves are based (Ghambers 1994). Being
a rather unusual topic and event, it should
not be repeated in the same organisation
too often, in order to retain its ireshness
and specialty. We definitely hope that oth-
er people and organisations in othercoun-
tries try out their own versions of this
"Dare-to-Share Fair". GTZ is open to
advise on the organisation of such trade
fairs on participatory learning and give

logistic support. n Oocument on the fair will
be published soon.

Wellworth it
The economists and administrators
among the readers will probably ask what
were the costs and what were the bene-
fits? Like in many cases, benefits are more
difficult to measure than costs, as they are
largely intangible. As was explained
above, the main benefits forthe organisers
are positive public relations and recogni-
tion, intensive networking among instltu-
tions and people and, potentially improved
quality of their conceptual and methodo-
logical work by drawing on new insights
gained at the fair. Also, in the GTZ case,
more openness and supportto participato-
ry work in the organisation's upper eche-
lons can be observed, as is shown by the
willingness to finance a two-year
Research & Development ,,learning pro-
ject" to self-evaluate impacts of participa-
tory project concepts. The full costs for the
organising institute are somewhat difficult

to establish, but the total budget in our
case was ctose to US$ 66,000 of which
one third were personnel costs. On the
whole, it was clearly worth it. Let,s do it
again, sometime, somewhere in the world!

I

Uwe Klevellts, GTZ, postfach 5180, D-6S726
Eschborn, Germany.
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ln 1990 the Tamil Nadu
LEISA Network was tounded.

It is dedicated to development
of sustainable. small-scale

rainted agriculture and its members
are resource-poor farmers and

small non-governmental
organisations. ILEIA glves
information suppori and in

that context Coen Reijntjes visited
the Network in November 1994.

A travel rcport.

d

o

6
c

Networking

Coen Reijntjes

griculture in Tamil Nadu is chang-
ing fast due to various trends which
have a major impact in economic,

social and ecological terms. In the context
of Structural Adjustment Policies, prices of
chemical fertilisers and pesticides have
gone up due to partial reduction of subsi-
dies and uncontrolled price raising. Where
chemicals have been used for some time,
their effectiveness is decreasing. Higher
levels of chemical fertilisers have to be
applied to maintain the same level of pro-
duction. As prices of oroducts did not
increase at a comparable rate, profitability
decreased. This explains the growing
interest of commercial farmers in alterna-
tives that depend less on the use of costly
external inputs.

The amount of protective perennial bio-
mass, trees as well as grasses and creap-

In the rainfed zone of Tamil Nadu there are
four main types of agriculture: land irrigated
f rom wells or from tanks and dryland used for
arable farming or for grazing. The landscape
is flat to undulating and steep. Soil fertility is
modest to low. Rainfall is erratic, averages
are between 500 and 900 mm/year, divided
over two rainy seasons, the short season in
June/July and the long season in
October/December. The average size of
farms is between 1 and 2 ha., only about
20% of farmers have access to inioation.

for sustainable agriculture
ers, is now very low on sloping drylands.
Soil degradation has become a wide-
Spread phenomenon. As not enough bio-
mass and nutrients are returned to the land
and chemical fertilisers are too costly,
yields are very low and vulnerability to
drought has increased. Most farmers have
grown very poor. Returns are low, so they
do not invest much time nor money in dry-
land agriculture and therefore deplete the
land. All this causes actual production from
drylands, livestock as well as crops and
trees, to be far below its potential.

Many families cannot survive from their
land alone and therefore have to look for
additional income. During the dry season,
but often also during the wet season, men
are increasingly engaged in wage labour
on commercial farms with irrigated land or
in towns. Cities are growing very fast,
especially Bangalore. The higher wages
there attract many people who no longer
see a future in agriculture and in their vil-
lages. However, many do not find jobs as
employment growth seems to stagnate.
Those who sold their land to rich people
speculating in commercial trees - an
increasing trend - can never come back.
These trends together with overpumping
of ground water and increasing instability
of the climate, provide clear economic,
social and ecological indicators of declin-
ing sustainability.

Eco-farmers as innovators
Although the members of the network are
only a very small group when compared to
the total number of farmers and other
actors involved in agricultural develop-

ment in Tamil Nadu, their contribution to
development towards sustainable agricul-
ture is important. The eco-farmers and
founding members of the Network, like
Narayana Reddy, Granabathy and
Thangasamy are a source of inspiration
and information for other farmers and
develooment workers. Due to the
Network's farmer-to-farmer sharing activ-
ities, the group of eco-farmers has grown
to 25 families.

The majority of farmers are not motivat-
ed to go for complete ecological farming.
Yet, for economic reasons many farmers
are interested in specific techniques such
as planting trees (teak, mango and many
others, estimated yearly increase in value
Rs 1000 pertree 1 US$ = 35 Rs), cultiva-
tion of f ish in wells or rice fields (Rs 1000
profit obtained from 11 fishes in six
months), duck raising (Rs 300 per month
profit obtained from 25 ducks), use of
green manures and biopesticides which
can increase the profit of rice production
from Rs 3000 to Rs 6000 peracre, and cul-
tivation of herbs and use of traditional seed
varieties.

The eco-farmers are important, espe-
cially for farmers with land irrigated from
wells. Some NGOs tend to concentrate on
supporting this category of farmers as
spreading of techniques takes place via
farmer-to-farmer extension without the
need for many incentives and hence exter-
nal funds. Farmers with well-inigated land
normdlly can afford to pay for some invest-'
ments like trees. The Farmers Solidarity
Associatidn (FSA) in Perambur is an
example of an NGO supporting farmers
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interested in ecological alternatives such
as trees, green manures and biopesti-
cides. In 1994, they supported some 120
farmers. For 1995 another 100 farmers
have indicated their interest in the pro-
gramme.

Dryland farmers with commercial crops
are also very interested in biopesticides. A
good example is Chellama, a woman farm-
er from a village near Dharmapuri. After
receiving advice from another Network
farmer, she developed a biopesticide to
protect her cotton crop. She prepares the
biopesticide on the basis of local plants
with a bitter taste (such as Neem) and cow
urine. The leaves are left in a container
with water for two weeks. When needed, 1
lurine, 1 | mixture and 20 lwaterare mixed
and applied. Chellama applies the biopes-
ticide in a preventive way once a fortnight
or whenever there is a pest attack. Insects
run away and die. By using biopesticides
Chellama safes Rs 2000 per acre. Her
neighbours are now interested as well.
She teaches them how to make and apply
the biopesticide.

Successful dryland models
Originally, the Network intended to focus
on dryland farming. However, it proved to
be difficult for dryland farmers to adopt
ecological practices. Firstly, there ltiere no
convincing time tested models ready for
application. Secondly, the investments
needed to improve dryland farming are
much higher than for irrigated farming and
returns to these investments take more
time. The Social Forestry Information
Project (SFIP) in Madurai together with a
group of 29 farmers on 300 acres of land
succeeded to develop a convincing dry-
land development model. Through water
conservation measures and tree planting
(commercial trees as well as green
manures) biomass production has
increased considerably. This led to
improved soil management which
enhanced soil fertility and drought resis-
tance and hence, increased yield and yield
security. Water conservation measures
raised the watertable. Five farmers with
land below the treated land received cred-
its from the government to dig wells. The
programme allowed them to increase their
acreage of irligated land.

After 4 to 5 years the trees produce the
first fruits. A fully grown mango tree can
produce up to 1000 mangos/year. Each
mango can be sold for Rs 'l . However,
market saturation could become a orob-
lem when too many farmers plant mango
trees, therefore a mixture with other trees
and annual crops is needed. In five years
the value of the land and trees has
increased to ten times the original value,
from Rs 4000 to Rs 40.000. ln a few years
more the investment is payed back.

Most dryland farmers cannot afford to
invest their time and money in such a
development programme without external
support. Therefore, incentives were given

to cover the costs of initial labour and tree
seedlings. SFIP staff invested consider-
able time in discussing with the farmers to
increase their awareness, motivation and
accountability. For such a minimum
watershed programme an investment ol
Rs. 2500 per acre is needed (not including
costs of NGO staff and voluntary work by
farmers).

Another Network NGO in the Madurai
zone, Body Bio Farm, started with testing
different fodder grasses and fodder trees
to stabilisation sand dunes and increase
milk production and income from livestock.
They calculated that with water conserva-
tion and improved fodder production
income from dairy farming can increase
threefold. Wome.n groups supported by
Myrada/Plan (not a member of the
Network) in the Dharmapuri zone (higher
rainfall) experienced a net profit of Rs 4000
from intensive fodder production and dairy
farming on 50 cents land (Helen and
Vasudeva,1994).

Experiments
All NGOs stimulate farmers to experiment
with these low-cost ecological techniques.
But comparing results is often difficult. The
NGOs AME (member of the Network) and
ARCOD (not a member) started a pro-
gramme on Participatory Technology
Development (PTD) involving some 70
farmers. The farmers conducted experi-
ments with e.g. biofertiliser, rock phos-
phate, trap crops, light traps, biopesticides
and vetiver grass. Results are analysed by
the farmers and the NGO staff in a system-
atic way so that better insight can be
gained on the real effects of the tech-
niques. The first impression is that the
results of the experiments are very posi-
tive.

Involving other actors
The Agricultural Universities, like the Tamil
Nadu University in Coimbatore, are getting
more and more involved in development of
lntegrated Pest Management and
Integrated Plant Nutrient Strategies for
agriculture in Tamil Nadu. IFAD funded a
research programme on organic farming
at the Tamil Nadu Agricultural University.
Probably, the main focus of these govern-
mental programmes will be on irrigated
agriculture and commercial crops like rice,
cotton, sugar cane, etc. Nevertheless, this
shift in approach creates more openness
on the side of research and policy to low-
external-input and ecologically sound agri-
cultural approaches as developed by the
LEISA Network.

The balance
The conditions for development of sustain-
able agriculture are becoming more and
more favourable. New opportunities are
opening the eyes of farmers, development
workers, researchers and policy makers.
They now see the potential and impor-
tance of these practices not onlv for their

direct economic interest but also as the
basis of further intensification and ecolog-
ical sustainability. This does not mean that
agrochemicals can be abandoned.
Balanced and efficient use of chemical fer-
tilisers will be needed complementary to
ecological soil fertility management prac-
tices to compensate losses of nutrients
which can not be recycled. Selective use of
chemical pesticides may be needed to
combat pests and diseases which can not
(yet) be prevented orcombatted in any oth-
er way. Also improved seeds can have a
place within systems based on optimal use
of local resources.

The activities of the Network and its
members have been very supportive to
satisfy the growing need of farmers and
NGO staff for information on and training in
new practices and approaches. However,
the qapacity of the Network is limited. As
the motivation for ecological agriculture
will probably remain weak among farmers,
much will depend on economic develop-
ments, pricing of inputs and outputs and
development of markets for common and
new products from rainfed agriculture.
Effective policies have to be developed.
Also research has an important role to
play. For example, there is an urgent need
to analyse the toxicity of biopesticides. A
wider choice of green manures is also
needed to suit the different situations of
farmers. Bankers and funders should think
of how best to provide incentives and cred-
Its, accessable to poor farmers and wom-
en, to make large-scale investment in dry-
land farming possible. As conditions for
farming will continue to change, the key to
sustainable agriculture is the capacity of
farmers and all other actors in agricultural
development, as well as the wider society,
to learn, experiment, adapt and cooperate
in an effective way.

I

Coen Reijntjes, lLEtA.

Reference
- Helen, S. and R. Vasudeva. 1 994. Strategy lor
viable dairying. Denkanikottai, Myrada/plan
Dharmapuri Project.
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Flexible experiments
"What is the best way for tarmers to
raise teak in home nurseries?" ln this
article a very flexible, "relaxed"
approach to help farmers answer this
question for themselves is described.

Steve Connelly and Nikky Wilson

I n Mahaweli System C, Sri Lanka,

I recently settled farmers are developing
I new farms from scratch. This involves a
lot of learning from their own experiences,
particularly since many are unfamiliar with
the local climate and soils. Using participa-
tory techniques, Promoting Multifunctional
Household Environments (PMHE) project
works with groups of farmers to help them
overcome some of the early problems of
settlement. As paft of this, the agroforest-
ry section assists families in establishing
homegardens. These are small (0.2 ha),
tree-dominated homestead plots where
many subsistence and cash crops are
grown.

Farmers decide
Many farmers wanted to raise teak in their
home nurseries, but did not know how to
germinate it. A few had heard of the tradi-
tional burning method, but since this gives
very low germination we suggested two
other methods for people to try out. At this
point the idea of experimenting to find the
best method arose spontaneously. We
encouraged this by providing seed, but did
nothing to enforce an experimental design.
Farmers were free to choose how much
seed they wanted, and which method(s) to
use. To get as much information as pos-
sible from the experiment, we asked farm-
ers to keep records; using sheets
designed and provided by us.

The farmers were organised in small
groups. At the end of the planting season
we held group evaluations, in which every-
one presented and discussed their results.
The big advantage of this was that it ena-
bled learning from collective experience,
without everyone having to try all the treat-
ments. lt was also more fun for everyone.
The disadvantages were that sometimes
individuals dominated the group, and oth-
er people's experiences were discounted,
or people were unwilling to accept anyone
else's results. Finally we took allthe results
and farmers' conclusions back to the
office, and used them to Come up with
extension advice for the following season.

Advantages
For the farmers the objectives were to
answer the question "What is/are the best
method(s) of germinating teak seed in
small scale nurseries?", and to grow some
teak. Our objectives were to increase the

farmers'confidence and skills, both in rais-
ing tree seedlings and in experimenting.
We recognised that most recently settled
farmers innovate of necessity, but many
do not consciously experiment. Our aim
was to help them cross this bridge, without
frightening them with all the details of sci-
entific experimental methodology. The
relaxed approach had some big advantag-
ES:
. lt was inclusive. By combining develop-

ment with experimentation (rather than
having a separate experiment) anyone
who wanted to grow teak could partici-
pate. Nobody had to do more experi-
menting than they wanted to, while
everybody contributed to the results.

. Having no fixed experimental design
and predetermined "treatments" gave
scope for farmers' innovation and
improvements on methods we had sug-
gested.

. The "design" was very robust against
the inevitable deviations from plans dis-
cussed at the outset. With farmers in
complete control, they often did not do
what they said they would. This generat-
ed extra information, but for a rigid
experiment it could have been disas-
trous.

. We feel that introducing experimental
methodology as a new "technology"
brought by experts risks devaluing and
undermining farmers' existing experi-
mental skills. By starting with a simple
experiment, under their control, we
hoped to strengthen their skills in a non-
threatening way.

. Finally, the real-life setting allowed the
farmers' exact question to be
approached: "What is the best wayfor us
to raise teak?" How easy the treatments
were to carry out was almost as impor-
tant as yield. lnsisting on standardised
treatments would have given us better
yield data, but we would have lost most
of the other information.

Challenges
. Farmers' innovations left us and them

comparing 12 different treatments,

The Mahaweli System "C" is an irrigation
scheme in eastern Sri Lanka, settled 1982:
93. Main crops are irrigated rice, with non-
irrigated homegardens, combining tree
crops (coconuts, fruit and timber trees) with
chillies, eggplant etc. Climate: 1300-1600
mm rainfall, 75% falling in October-
December. Temperature: 25-35"C. Soils;
reddish-brown/non-calcic brown earths.
Mainly shallow, waterlogged in the wet sea-
son.

developed from the three we had dis-
cussed.

. Two other variables became confused
with the germination techniques. One of
these was farmers' differing levels of
skill, and the care they took with the
treatments. The other was the use of
polythene bags or nursery beds, which
made a huge difference to germination.

. There were no untreated controls.
Everybody wanted to get teak seedlings,
so everybody treated their seed.

. Since people took as many seeds as
they liked, it was hard to standardise
results so that they could be compared.
Additionally, some people used very'small 

seedlots.
. Monitoring by farmers was usually poor.

They did not perceive its importance
until too late, and their memory was
sometimes inaccurate.

What can be done about these problems?
. The complexity and confusion of vari-

ables can be unravelled through discus-
sion with farmers, possibly using dia-
grams or matrices. The complexity was
a direct result of farmers running the
experiment and not something t,o be
avoided. Varied skills are recognised by
farmers and were dealt with easily in dis-
cussion.

. For office-based analysis graphical
methods were very useful - patterns in
the results could be seen, even if they
could not be "proved".

. The problems of no controls and small
samples probably could have been
avoided, if we had emphasised them
more at the beginning.

. We might have improved farmers,
record keeping by taking continued
interest in it, rather than only at the end
of the experiment.

Towards improvement
The success of the experiment in generat-
ing information and encouraging innova-
tion and participation was largely due to its
great flexibility. Everyone enjoyed it and
felt they had learned from it - us as well as
the farmers. We believe that as a first steo
in involving farmers in participatory tech-
nology development this is a useful
approach. However, getting results which
could be interpreted was difficult, although
not impossible. The next steps are to
encourage simplification, standardisation
and better record keeping. But these are
refinements. In this first year the crucial
issue was to capture farmers' interest in
the experimental process. 

I

Stephen Connelly and Nikky Witson,
4 Grena Gardens, Richmond, Surrey TWg 1Xp, UK.
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Towards farmer scientists
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Contributors to the ILEIA Newsletter
from many parts of the world
presented evidence of tarmers' own
experimental efforts. Supporting such
experimentation has been stressed as
a key strategy in the development of
sustainable agriculture. But how far
should such support go? Should
resource poor tarmers learn scientific
research methods?

Edward D. Ruddelland
Julio Beingolea

I t was the third year in a row that farm-
I ers in Northern Potosi, Bolivia, had har-
I vested potatoes the size of a thu.mb
nail. This was a devastating blow afterten
years of efforts to improve food security in
this area. lt caused farmers and World
Neighbors programme leaders to realise
that their joint approach needed thorough
reconsideration. One has to admit that
improving production in the Andean high-
lands is a major challenge. Cultivation
takes place on slopes of up to 50 degrees
at elevations from 2,800 to 3,900 m where
frosts and hail are frequent. But the great-
est challenge is probably the diversity in
microclimates and the objective of experi-
mentation to assure food security under
the worst conditions. Production technolo-

gies may vary from one side of the ravine
to the other or 200 m down a slope.

World Neighbors has always promoted
participatory farmer experimentation. In
Northern Potosi this was so popular that
over 120 farmers were conducting their
own experiilents each year and some
were walking as far as a 24 hours round trip
to attend monthly seminars on how to
achieve food security in this isolated area.
Learning from these activities, however,
was limited to the farmers who conducted
them. A precise drawing of the experiment,
the elevation of the site, specific planting
and harvesting dates, approximate rainfall,
accurate weight of the harvest, and the
number of farmers who learned from the
experiment were seldom known.

World Neighbors had formerly discard-
ed teaching farmers to record the above
data because of the high rates of illiteracy
and oral cultures of these peoples. The fail-
ure to consistently assist peasants
improve their production forced us to reex-
amine this policy and test a new approach
so that the widest possible audience could
benefit.

Finding a neW way
We finally saw no hope of improving food
security in remote, impoverished, moun"
tainous areas inhabited by indigenous
people unless we developed systematic
ways to document all the conditions and

results of farmer experiments. The first
year 71 peasants volunteered to partici-
pate in this experimental programme in
Bolivia and Ecuador. All of these individu-
als had previously assisted their commu-
nities in etforts to improve food security.

Before the planting season farmers par-
ticipated in a three-day seminar to discuss
why more systematic methods, documen-
tation and analysis were required. They
also learned the principles of designing,
conducting and documenting potato and
wheat variety and lertiliser experiments on
their farm. Then they practised planning
and planting a trial of about 100 m', divid-
ed into three replications. Each replication
contained a minimum of four 3 x 2.7 m
plots. Each varieg ortreatment was locat-
ed randomly within the three replications.
The use of very small areas helped to
reduce risks and enabled poorer farmers
to also test new ideas.

Two-day monthly seminars followed to
provide instructions in relevant agronomic
practices. During these courses farmer
participants visited each other's experi-
mentalfield trials. They observed first hand
the impoftance of including a control plot to
evaluate the impact of different varieties or
feftiliser applications. These seminars
were followed by field visits to the respec-
tive experiments by farmers every 15
days.
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Aleiandrc Mamani shows the improved potato
crop, achieved with experimenta! lietd trials, to
visiting neighbouring farmers in Northern potosi,
Bolivia. "The expefimentat fietd trials have also
influenced my wife. She always wants me to test
new varieties and feftiliser practices pilorto plant-
ing in larger demonstration tilats. This has
increased our family income,',

Harvest and analysis
Shortly before most harvests, participating
farmers were invited to practice harvesting
several experiments. Farmers curiosity
was wetted when the potatoes harvested
from random repetitions of a treatment
tended to vary. They also observed that
when these random repetitions were
lumped together by treatment, they gener-
ally gave clear visual indicators of which
technology was most appropriate under
those site-specific production conditions.
Varying results in the production of three or
four potato varieties tested at two locations
in which rainfall or elevation varied helped
underline the importance of recording the
planting and harvesting dates, the approx-
lmate rainfall, elevation of the experimen_
tal trial, the number of participants who
attended the harvest, etc. Every effort was
also made to demystify formal methods of
statistical analysis. At the conclusion of
lhese seminars farmers were also taught
to do the required mathematical calcula-
tions on calculators and look up the results
in two attached tables. Many farmers
found the application of these procedures
to their data fascinating. Before long these
tarmers requested two hours of mathemat_
ics prior to each seminar. In addition some
began to complete their secondary educa-
tion via courses offered by radio. lf farmers
wished to have the results of their experi-
ments published, World Neighbors pro-
cessed the data and compiled the results
of experiments.

When the analysis of variance shows
that results do not vary significantly (they
cluster around a mean), this may indicate
a distinct conclusion. In statistical terms:
experiments having a coefficient of varia_
tion (c.v.) with a low percentage. lf the c.v.
was less than 30%, the results were
shared with other programmes, NGOs and
scientists at The International Research
Potato Institute ClP, the Ministries of
Agriculture and Education, journalists and
others. lt was evident from the beginning,
that the success of the programme was
fuelled by the initiatives of local farmers.
They chose the topics of research, deter-
mined the number of varieties or agricultu-
ral practices to be tested, selected the
location of the trial, determined the cultural
practices, elected the planting and har_
vesting dates, and organised field days to
share with others the results of their field
trials. lf they preferred not to analvse the
data or publish it, for fear that otheipeople
might try to take their land away or
increase their taxes, that was OK too-

Sharing results
In the past three years, 101 peasants have
conducted 427 site scientific trials to test a
variety of agricultural practices in a wide
range of elevations for 8 basic food crops
cultivated in the Andes. Seventy-five per-
cent of these experiments have had a
coefficient of variation of 30% or less.
Average programme costs per experi-
ment, including cost of training and support
in data analysis by a professional agrono-
mist was estimated to be USD 295.
Together farmers succeeded e.g. in find-
ing the best potato variety for drought con-
ditions, learngd appropriateness of varie-
ties for the different elevations and discov-
ered the importance of adequate seed size
to reduce damage from frost and drought.
Using such seed required further experi-
menting to determine proper plant den-
sities per hectare. Another series of experi-
ments showed that organic manure could
be used more effectively by concentrating
it on a smaller area of land.

The response of farmers to the new
approach can be summarised in the words
of Jose Ninabanda: "Before we introduced
new technologies by imitation. Small
quantities of seed from elsewhere were
planted in ourfields. When they gave good
yields, we stored them forthe next planting
season. lf they produced poorly, it was dis-
carded. With the new experimental field
trials we learn much more. We can com-
pare a greater number of varieties at the
same time and we understand better whv
differences occur. All this at lower risk and
cost because of the smaller size of trials
that can be analysed statistically."

Apart from their own benefits, farmers
argue that this systematic approach to
documentation enables them to more
readily convince others of the benefits of
new ideas. Some farmers also just loved
applying mathematical formulas for statis-
tical analysis to their data to prove that they
were as smart as the mestizos from urban
areas who have tended to look down upon
them. Systematic documentation of the
results of their activities now enhances the
confidence and dissemination of the
results of their work through Bolivia and
around the world.

What World Neighbors learned
Most peasant farmer learning occurs by
observation and verbal communication.
Learning from these important experienc-
es can be improved dramatically if simple
records are kept and the simplest scientif-
ic design is used to test the results of
changing one variable. The inclusion of a
simple control treatment enabled farmers
who had not tested new ideas to observe
that the production of the control plot was
often similar to their own. Comparing dif-
ferences between three replications of the
same treatment within their own farm
greatly increased farmers, curiositv and
helped us all look more carefullv at the fac-
tors causing variability.

ln addition, the methodology and theory
behind the experiments has become pop-
ularwith them. When one day introductory
courses were offered at the local level in
109 communities in Northern potosi this
past year, 794 women and 1.g36 men
attended these seminars. lt was important
to learn that the provision of fami! meals
and delivery of the training at the local lev-
el is essential to ensure the participation of
women. We foresee that in the nearfuture
a number of farmer leaders will be able to
do the analysis for others in the region.

We also found that partly because of our
new approach, rural teachers and
researchers started taking an interest not
only in ourwork but also in the problems of
this remote area. The Minister of
Education assigned 10 rural professors to
work as full time counterparts. Seven
agronomy students who speak the local
Indian dialects of the area have also com-
pleted theirthesis for prolessional degrees
in agronomy. Furthermore, the systehatic
experimentation and documentation has
promoted researcher-f armer dialogue with
the branch of the International potato
Center in Bolivia. In one instance the doc-
umentation of site specific farmer experi_
ments deterred them from multiplying and
distributing an improved variety ol seed
that worked well at lower elevations where
their experiment station was located, but
would have been a disaster at higher ele-
vations where local native varieties were
often the best alternative. The publication
of the results led to agreements with the
IBTA (lnstituto Boliviano de Tecnologia
Agropecuaria) and pROSEMpA (the
national branch of CIP). Due to changing
leadership after elections, new authoritiei
came in which did not see the importance
of farmer scientists and cooperation with
IBTA. Cooperation has been excellent with
PROSEMPA at field level, despite the fact
that research agendas are quite different,
at least initially.

Future challenges
The Minister of Human Resources of
Bolivia now recognises the need for includ-
ing this methodology in the new curriculum
for rural schools. ln addition, the Andean
Office of World Neighbors recently
received a request from the Assistant
Director ol Documentation of the National
Institute of Agricultural Extension Manage.
ment of the government of India for articles
written on this topic and the manual used
for training the farmers. Documentation of
farmer based experiments taught us that it
is possible to improve food production in.
marginal lands on a sustainable basis. 

a

Ed Ruddell and Jutio Beingotea, Wortd Neighbors
Andean Office, Casilla 20005, Santiago 20, Chite.

Reference:
Ruddell E. 1 994. Documentation of farmer experi-
ments: a key strategy for achieving food security
on a sustainable basis. Vecinos Mundiales, Chile.
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Grass weeds are o pr&lem to farmers.in Gonde oreo,
some 2@ kilometres lran Addrs l$aba, Ethiapia.
The cost of lnroesfing and sieoitghasbecane skg
high due to the weed-seed. Extensiqrkts fu their best
tohelp the fmrnerc....

Mr. Bekele, I see your wheat field is full of grass
weeds. Would you let me demonstrate to you and
your villagers the spraying of grass weed killer on
a small plot?

\ v

v
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f a

=) (
Ah, I have seen people like you,
but, OK, I will try to cooperate.

I had other things to do.

It did not kill any weed ind ldon't want

to waste my time looking and talking

about commercial chemicals.
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You and your technologies
are always right, but you

only compare what you

think is important!
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Later, in the office of the Deoebpnent Agent

Mr. Bekele has always a
negative attitude towards our

technology and is troublesome.

You shouldn't have selected him as a

( I

By no means! | don't agree with the
propaganda on commercial inputs.

l'm more interested in livestock rearing.
We have many problems, including shortage
of grazing land. Come, I will show you why

herbicides and livestock don't mix.

You see, the stand, the thickness of the straw, plumpness

and shining of the seed and even its colour is much better in the
hand-weeded plot. You know, my animals get ill when they eat

the straw from the chemical-sprayed plot. The money for chemicals
can be used to hire labour for weeding.

This former didn't want to reoeot
misgioings about chemicols ondhis
concem with animals directly to the
extensionist hecouse he thought no
one would accept his ideo in this
aEe chemicdl ero. C.ommunicatbn
with famers requires pafience dnd
resryct. There orc numerous fcrmers
who see ooluein snd heep up with
trodifionol, hlghlg sustoinable and
low-input f aming. Extensionists
hooe to team to see this ualue.

vou for vour constructive
comments. I will try to cooperate with

you in all the possible ways.

Mr. Bekele is right about hand-

weeding; herbicides should be
used as a last option, when labour

is not available. We sell our live-
stock to get cash to buy
chemicals. We have
become poorer and poorer.

The land does not produce

frnvtro w'rtt
6r$rwrf,Dj

This article is part of the research work on technology transfer tor wheat production
in Bale and Arsi regions, Southeastern Ethiopia. Daniel Shamebo, Research and Extension Liaison Otficer,

Sinana Agricultural Besearch Centre, P.O. Box 208, Bale-Robe, Ethiopia.
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"Previously we learned that farmers
knew much about insect pests,

although they misunderstood certain
key ideas like insect reproduction

and predator-pest relations. We
. tound that teaching missing

inlormation in a tarmer-useful way
enabled people to overcome

knowledge barriers and improve their
tarming. On the basis of our

experience with the insect co.!rse, we
started a pilot etfort to help farmers
resolve plant disease problems." A

report trom Nicaragua.

=

Rural larmers explore

Stephen Sherwood and
Jeffery Bentley

I n 1994, our integrated pest manage-
I ment (lPM) programmes in Honduras
I and Nicaragua gave 15 courses lasting
about two days to over 200 resource poor
farmers. Our goal was to help farmers bet-
ter understand the environment and to
enable them to improve their farming.

Localknowledge
Central American farmers are often com-
petent at explaining abiotic diseases such
as agrochemical burn, drought, or water-
logging. For example, farmers use the
words quemarse (verbally "to burn one-
self") to describe the etfects of fertiliser or
herbicide toxicity and aguachinarse ("to
die because of excess water") for water-
logging of roots. Farmers are less profi-
cient in explaining biotic plant disease.
Hondurans organise plant disease into two
broad categories, hielo amarillo or hielo
negro (yellow ice or black ice) and
Nicaraguan producers often speak of cha-
musco(burn), terms referringto leaf symp-
toms. Due to the invisibility of hostpatho-
gen interactions and limited access to
information in rural areas, Central
American farmers do not know about the
causes of biotic plant disease: plant patho-
gens. Consequently, rural people have

causes of plant disease

created lolklore to explain crop problems.
For example, farmers commonly accuse
weather f luctuations, astrological activity,
human and other animal behaviour, or
mystical energies as causes of plant dis-
ease. Epidemics became common in rural
areas over the last fifteen years, when
agrochemicals and other influences
changed traditional farming. Some farm-
ers believe that companies selling fertilis-
ers and pesticides seeded insect pests in
products.

Extensionists don't explain
ln the best circumstances agricultural
extensionists can identify the name of a
disease, but usually they only provide
inlormation on chemical control. Rarely do
extensionists understand or attempt to
explain disease life cycles to farmers, the
key to unlocking the mystery of plant dis-
ease.

During one course Sim6n Herndndez, a
farmer from the North Coast of Honduras
joked, "lt's like someone telling you to hate
your girlfriend's mother, but you do not
understand until she becomes your moth-
er:in-law. They (extension agents) have
been telling us to rotate crops for years, but
no one really ever explained why." Sim6n
is not a sexist man, and in fact, he grew to
like his mother-in-law. His point was that
one cannot truly understand a relationship
one has not experienced. Likewise, people
do not immediately understand the com-

plex relations between plants and patho-
gens.

Last dry season Maximo Sdnchez, a
progressive farmer from the central high-
lands of Honduras, decided to grow toma-
toes for the first time. His harvest was so
successful that he immediately planted a
second crop of tomato on the same plot,
leaving the old plants to dry on the soil's
surface. During our visit we found tomato
plantlings covered with target spots asso-
ciated with early blight and old plants in the
rows covered with fungal spores, the
sourceof his problem. When asked why he
lined the old plants in the rows, Mdximo
explained that they were so hearty they
would ward off disease. Despite repeated
applications of fungicides, Mdximo lost
most of his second crop to early blight.

Without clear understanding of the
cause ol problems, farming may be a mix-
ture of useful, useless, and even harmful
practices.

Teaching through experience
We do not directly explain disease to farm-
ers, since we feel that they must take
responsibility for their own learning.
Instead, we expose them to new informa-
tion, ideas, and situations to stimulate
thinking, and then we ask them to eiplain
what they have learned.

Like most people, Central American
farmers know about the intoxicating etf ects
of alcohol. We use drama to examine alco-
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'I
ll larmerc understand the cause of plant prob-
lems, they wlll invent'€chnologies to deal with the
problem

hol abuse as a way of treating social issues
and introducing the concept of disease.
During this activity a participant pretends
to drink guaro (a local 'moonshine).

Farmers enjoy the skit, which curbs techni-
cal talk. By analysing the immediate cause
of illness (alcohol) and its effects (a hang-
over), farmers learn to distinguish between
disease-causing agents and symptoms.
By discussing certain indirect causes of
alcohol abuse (frustration, depression,
poverty), they learn about environmental
factors (soil, water, sunlight) that influence
plant health and disease.

Course participants form small groups
and we assign each a plant diseased by a
particular pathogen type, like fungus, bac-
terium, nematode, or virus. Groups draw
diseased plants and make comparisons.
Drawing is a way fo1 people to internalise
what they obserue. Farmers study symp-
toms with their eyes, interpret what they
see with their mind and reproduce the
effects of disease with their hands.
Comparing helps farmers reach general-
isations about symptoms. Then they prac-
tice new skills by walking through fields
and diagnosing plant problems.

Later, course participants learn that
pathogens are alive. They extract nema-
todes from the soil and obserue them
uncler stereoscope. They isolate fungi and
bacteria from diseased tissue and culture
pathogens in petri dishes. They inoculate
healthy hosts and non-hosts to learn about
specificity. Aftenruards, we compare and
contrast pathogen types, and we asso-
ciate symptoms and explain pathogen and
disease life cycles. Following the course,
larmers watch fungi and bacteria grow in
petri dishes and they observe the develop-
ment of disease in inoculated plants.

After reflecting on disease and making
generalisations about disease types, we
apply our new knowledge to specific crop
problems. Table 1 shows how one group of
farmers applied new knowledge of early
blight in tomato and comparestheir recom-
mendations with those of experts. The
table illustrates that farmer recommenda-
tions can be scientifically wise.

What have we learned?
Early on we presented disease as living
(biotic) and non-living (abiotic), which ted
to confusion. Water, that we labeled "non-
living", was "livingl' according to most farm-
ers. They grounded their perception in
spiritual beliefs far older than our percep-
tions based on biological science. As well,
a major environmental campaign in
Honduras advertised Agua es vida (water
is life). Subsequently, we adopted a more
holistic view of life and disease. Thanks to

General disease
contral stlategy

l. Exclusion
prevent dispersal
betore pathogen reach-
es the field

ll. Eradication
prevent survival of
pathogen in the field

Ill. Avoidance
prevent inoculation
(i.e., before pathogen
reaches the plant)

lV. Protectaon
interfere with pathogen
penetration activity

V. Resistance
prevent or suppress
susceptibility to
penetration, infection,
etc.

Vl. Therapy
mitigate symptoms and
suppress colonization

Table 1: control of early blight in tomato (caused by the fungus Atternaria solani)

Erpert

. select seed from disease-
tree fruit

. sterilize or fumigate seed-
bed

o plant only disease-tree
transplants

. treat seed with hot water
or chemicals

. destroy or remove crop
remains after harvest

. plow in plant debris

. crop rotation with non-
solanaceous crops

. avoid planting near other
solanaceous crops

. adjust timing of planting
to avoid high inoculum
periods.

. minimize iniury to plant

. control insects and their
damage

. fungicides (protectants)

. monitor, predict, and
prevent disease problenis
using computer-aided
forecasting and fungicide
sprays.

. maintain plant vigor
by providing adequate
nutrition and moisture

. limit leaf wetness periods
by avoiding shade and
timing irrigation to allow
tor leaf drying

. resistant and tolerant
varietles

. fungicides (eradicants or
systemic)

' Taken from A.F. Sherf and A.A. MacNab. 1 986. Vegetable diseases and their control. John Wiley and Sons, New york. pp. 634-640.
' Created by tarmer coure participants from Ouebrada Honda, Comayagua, Honduras.
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Farmer

. select seed

. disinfect seedbed
i select healthy plants trom

seedbed

. disinfect seed with bleach
or vinegar

. observe field and act fast

. remove sick plants and
fruit and burn or bury them

. use plant debris in com-
post piles

. where tomato was planted,
plant corn or beans

. do not plant seeds deep
(when direct planting)

. plant many crops in
one field to confuse the
pathogen

. study planting dates

. use windbreaks to block
fungal seed

. use mulch to prevent soil
splash

. adiust distance between
plants

. work during the afternoon
when plants are dry

. limit entry into the field and
keep animals out

. fungicides (protectants)

. feed plants

. use gravity irrigation and
wet only the foot of plants
and not leaves

. irrigate during the morning
go leaves are not wet very
long

. use fungicides ($ystemics)



error and honest feedback from farmers
and extensionists our course grew more
effective and useful.

Many farmers misuse pesticides.
Gourse participants commonly admitted
applying fungicides for viral diseases. New
knowledge explaining the biology of patho-
gens should help curb ineffective applica-
tions.

Participants confirmed at least two
notions. First, farmers are eagerto under-
stand plant disease. Many said disease
problems were progressively worse year
after year. Consequently, farmers were
glad to discuss plant health and they par-
ticipated enthusiastically in our course.
Second, farmers can master abstract con-
cepts such as plant-pathogen interactions
and disease. For example, by the end of
phase ll farmers could diagnose common
diseases in their crops by pathogen type
and explain disease life cycles. Whether or
not they remember details will likely
depend on the usefulness of the informa-
tion.

Gonclusion
Participants learned that certain trends
such as monocropping, cultivating exotic
crops and pesticide use aggravated natu-
ral balances and they suggested alterna-
tive farming strategies. During the present
season we are building on specific disease
knowledge, practicing on-farm experimen-
tation and studying the impact of farming
changes.

T

Relerences
- Sherwood, SG. In review. Promotlng plant dls-
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plant dlsease management in tradltional farmlng
systems. Boulder Colorado: Westview Press.
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Learning with urban farmers

Bringing the class.
room closer to the
farm

Roberto Ugas

I sidora starts her working day walking
I along a dusty trailthat leads to the let-
I tuce field. Her task is to handweed f rom
eight o'clock in the moqning till noon
together with Maria and a group of some
five to six people, mostly women. The let-
tuce field is part of the 20 ha experimental
farm of the University Vegetable Crops
Research Programme. lsidora almost dis-
appears into the fog that covers this area
which used to be outside Lima, but has
now been engulfed by the megalopolis.
Along the way she picks up some flowers
of 'capuli cimarron' (Nicandra physaloi-
des). The dew that accumulates in its flo-
wers during night time is very good to relie-
ve her eyes from the redness which has
been annoying her for some days, she
says. Always carrying a kind of bag on her
back - in the same way as she has carried
all her children - she picks up some fennel
feaves (Foeniculum vulgare) from plants
growing close to an irrigation ditch. She will
prepare an infusion to treat the stomach
ache of Cirilo, her husband. Later in the
morning, Maria takes some coca leaves
(Erythroxylon cocal and ash from her bag,
gives some of it to lsidora and starts che-
wing them like generations of highland
people have been doing for centuries. The
coca plant does not grow well along the
coast so she gets it from the market. While

weeding she finds some wild tomato seed-
lings (Lycope rsicon pimpinellifolium) and
she transplants them along the edge of the
field. Either she or her children can harvest
the large bunches of small red fruits after-
wards. As she goes along the furrows, with
the instructions to tear out every plant but
lettuce, her eyes unconsciously move
around noticing the presence of a huge
diversity of species. Spring has just started
and along with the typical winter weeds
some summer weeds start to germinate.
Agronomists call them'malezas' or'malas
hierbas'(literally, bad herbs) because they
are not supposed to be, or be left, in this let-
tuce field. lsidora calls them 'monte', which
is the same generic term she uses to
describe natural vegetation. And'el mon-
te'cari be useful.

Picante
Some sweet corn plants are already out-
growing the lettuce seedlings. lsidora thins
out most of them and leaves a few in place.
Later, she hopes to harvest some sweet
corn, and these plants can provide herwith
shade, quite welcome in the hot December
weather. Many trees have been cut down
to reduce hiding places for thieves or for
fuelwood. She could also mix the dry stalks
with some herbs and prepare a nice tea.

At noon, on her way back, she picks up
broccoli flowers from a field soon to be
ploughed. Broccoli looks like wild mustard
flowers, the same that paint Andean slo-
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lsidorc harvests broccoti.

Organic control of pea aphid

The greenish brack aphid, Aphis craccivora, is a serious pest of purses. The popuration of theaphid and its predators is high from september to Aprir and low from May to August. The pea
aphid adults and nymphs infest the bottom side of the reaves, terminar snoots, ttower stalk;;;;pods' The infested leaves develop a pronounced yellowish hue and become crinkled. The inf-ested frowers wither and shed. The pods become marformed and unfit for consumption.

The recommended practice for the contror of pea aphid is to spray marathion 0.0s% or quinarp
hos 0'03%' Repeated application of the insecticide often becomes necessary in achieving a good
control of the pest' In crops like pulses it is advisable to avoid the use of chemical insecticides asfar as possible, as there is chance for residual toxicity especially when they are used after thepod bearing stage of the crop. Hence investigations were made on the insecticidal effects ofHyptis sauviolens, a weed plant commonly found in Kerala. The elitract of the plant was taken bycrushing the leaves and tender shoots. To this extract ordinary washing soap was adcled at therate of 60 g per kg ol H. sauviolens leaves and tender stem. The stock solution was diluted gtimes in water and sprayed on both surfaces of the reaves, stem, frower stalks and pods. Theobservations taken 24 hours after spraying at an interval of 7 days upto one month revealed thatthis organic insecticide is effective in giving a perfect contror of pea aphid, thereby giving a prc
longed protection to the crop. This organic insecticide can be stored in sealed gtass ootttes tormore than a month without loosing its insecticidal effect.

G' Suja, M. Indira and p. Reghunath, Rice Research station, Kayamkuram, Kerara 690 so2, rndia.

students working with garlic growers
almost inside the airport. Or successful
biological control of potato pests inside a
military compound. Or school gardens in
the outskirts of Lima.

The dual nature of big Latinamerican
cities, both urban and rural, makes them
the immediate classroom for agricultural
students. Urban and periurban agriculture
is generally practised by people oirural ori_
gin. Students in agricultural universities, a
majority of whom are generally of urban
origin, wil l ironically form the bulk of the
research community. We should encoura_
ge, right from the stad of their education.
the relationships with urban ancl periurban
farmers. After the first years attending
classroom and urban farms, the student
can spend considerable time durino the
final years in rural areas, both with iom_
mercial growers and small farmers. The
thesis research, a requirement for gradu_
ation, could ideally come out of this oro_
cess, carrying within it the interests and
feelings of farmer and student and correct
scientific methodology. Current academic
research will greatly benefit from this com_
munication, as is already happening on a
limited scale. But in a continent under
structural adjustment there is no moneV for
research and education. Knowledge can
also be imported, they presume. 

-So 
we

come to the urgent need for a broader and
more efficient collaboration between far_
mers, researchers, students, officials and
members of NGOs. The task is to break
the vicious circle of producing researchers
and agronomists who are alien to the reali_
ties of agriculture.

Genetic diversity
And coming back to lsidora,s favourite
vegetable: for universities in big cities in

pes with bright shades of yellow. At the bot_
tom of the largest ditch she collects some
watercress and grass. Every day she col_
lects grass for her guinea pigs. What she
likes most, however, are ,yuyo, or,atacco,
(Amaranthus dubius) young plants. They
grow as weeds but lsidora tends and har-
vests them as crops, using them to prepa-
rea nutrit ious'picante' (local dish) together
with potatoes, roasted dry corn, chili pep-
pers and huacatay (Tagetes minuta),
which also grows as a monte here. When
sne prepares picante her mind goes back
to the years when she was a child, when
she could run and play freely in Ayacucho,
under the clear Andean sky, when she
could speak to the mountains in their own
language, 'quechua'. 

Not anvmore. she
and herfamily had to migrate, they now live
in Lima.

From education to learning
I was born in Lima. lsidora used to work
unoer my supervision. Agronomist by edu_
cation, I was confronted with men and
women like lsidora and their peculiarworld
of plants, animals and gods. I travelled in
my country and became aware of its enor_
mous diversity of peoples and cultures.
Things started to change, however, when
as a student I overcame the pride of my
highly respected academic education, i
hard process that is sti l l  going on, and lear_
ned that field workers like lsidora could
share with me not only their technical skil_
ls but also their agroecological knowledge
and, surely, their wisdom of l i fe. And that
we can have fun together.

Reality does not fit on a blackboard or in
a statistical design, but scientif ic schemes
and education often forget this. Agriculture
is a human activity ano ren and women
are at the centre. Researchers are oene_
rally outsiders that need to be trainei, but
this education requires the division of reali_
ty into several compartments.

Researchers need farmers to under_
stand how the compartments function
together. And the farmer needs the resear_
cher to benefit from their perspective and,
sometimes, insight.

Farm as classroom
Researchers were students before. As a
vegetable crops teacher in La Molina
Agricultural University, I met students in
their final year, almost graduated agrono_
mists, with hardly any practical experien_
ce. They even have the arrogance of a nai_
ve mind full of data. There is still a lot to be
done in higher agricultural education in
Latin America to bring the classroom clo_
ser to the farm, and to the farm house.
Recent years have shown several encou_
raging efforts. For example, we have seen

the Andes, and in several other regions of
the world where agriculture was develo_
ped and plants domesticated, the conser-
vation of plant and animal genetic resour_
ces presents a unique opportunity to work
with urban and periurban farmeis. Cities
can also play a role in this effort to protect
and promote indigenous plants and ani_
mals which are underutilised or disappe_
aring. Some years ago we started
research on the commercial production of
amaranth as a vegetable crop. Some
years before that lsidora offered me a dish
of picante for lunch. To work in a croo like
amaranth is, for lsidora, an act of justice,
and for the rest of us a bet on the future.

t

Roberto Ugas, programa de Hortalizas, Universidad
Nacional Agraria La Molina, Apartado 456, Lima.
Peru.
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lncreased rice production
with less fertiliser

Efticient fertiliser management inte-
grated with other appropriate agro-
nomic and pest management practic-
es is needed to improve and sustain
productivity on millions of small pad-
dy fields in Asia and Africa. Scientists
of the lnternational Fertilizer
Development Center developed an
Integrated Nutrient Management
Sysfern to help increase and sustain
rice productivity ot small paddy fields
in less-favourable rainted areas. The
method has the potential to increase
yield levels up to 4,500 kg/ha with
40o/o less fertiliser use while protect-
ing the environment.

Narayan K. Savant

mall-scale resource-poor farmers in
developing countries cannot afford
expensive agrochemicals such as

fertilisers. Conventional methods of N{er-
tiliser use are highly inefficient and there
are no appropriate integrated technolo-
gies. Taking a holistic approach and work-
ing with national agricultural research
systems (NARS) and non-governmenlal
organisations (NGOs) in four districts of
Maharashtra State, India, we developed
an Integrated Nutrient Management
System (INMS). INMS can be defined as a
crop cultivation systemlhat integrates effi-
cient use of soil and applied organic and
inorganic nutrients with appropriately mod-
ified agronomic and pest management
practices to increase and sustain crop pro-
ductivity while protecting the environment
over a long time. An agrotechnology based
on an INMS has been developed essen-
tially for small-scale resource-poor rice
farmers of the warm subhumid to humid
tropical region on the west coast of India.
The system however is flexible with minor
changes to suit the local agroclimatic con-
ditions of a region and socioeconomic con-
straints of farmers and with field testing lor
one to two seasons it can be used in other
similar ecoregions. The agrotechnology is
based on the use of low-cost on-farm
resources as well as efficient use of N- and
P-fertilisers at substantially reduced level.

Nutrient recycling
Rice needs an adequate supply of silicon
for healthy growth. Farmers can use black-
ish-grey rice hull ash as a source of silicon
for rice. lt is applied to the seedbed (0.5
kg/m') before sowing of rice seeds. The
seedlings treated with rice hull ash are
healthier than untreated ones, and their
use can reduce the incidence of leaf blast
at seedling stage and stem borer after

transplanting. This practice has two practi-
cal implications. First, the use of rice hull
ash could provide an incentive for using
rice hull-fired stoves for domestic cooking.
The use of such stoves would benefit farm
women by decreasing the need to collect
firewood and it would also help to save
existing forests in rice-growing regions.
Second, by decreasing the incidence of
stem borer and leaf blast without the use of
chemical pesticides this practice would
also help to protect the environment.

Small rice farmers need not buy expen-
sive potassic fertiliser. lnstead they can
basally incorporate limited rice straw
(2Vha) as a source of K for a balanced NPK
supply and also to recycle plant silica. The
limited amount is suggested because
farmers also use rice straw for other pur-
poses, such as for cattlefeed and in mak-
ing houseroofs. The use of limited rice
straw has no adverse effect on the crop
growth. By using smaller quantities, it is
possible to reduce proportionately the
labour required for spreading and to mini-
mize CH4 emission due to added straw.
Moreover, useof limited rice strawwill also
promote biological nitrogen fixation in the
soil.

Gliricidia leaf manuring
The use of organic manuring integrated
with application of fertiiisers is essential for
any sustainable crop production system.
Farmers can use an old agroforestry
approach of growing Gliricidia (biological

nitrogen fixing trees) on bunds or hedges
nearby non-cultivable land and within 2-3
years after planting trees using green leaf
biomass for green manuring at the rate of
2-3Uha. The limited green manuring prac-
tice can be affordable because it elimi-
nates the need for expensive seed input
every year. lt does not require crop land
and does not interfere with the main crop-
ping season. Further the limited amount
(2Vha) requires proportionately less labour
for spreading and incorporation. Growing
perennial trees offers other agroforestry
benefits such as providing some protein-
rich green fodder supplement for cattle and
some firewood as well as promoting soil
conservation especially in humid ecologi-
cal regions.

The primary objective of limited green
manuring is not to provide a substitute for
applied N but to effectively complement
deep point placement of urea (the practice
described elsewhere in this article). This
complementary effect is important for
ensuring the efficiency of the deep-place
urea-N. The use of limited green manure
every year can help build up soil productiv-
ity over a long time.

Bamboo transplanting guide
Unless small farmers maintain optimum
plant population and use feftilisers effi-
ciently they will not receive adequate ben-
efits simply by using high-yielding varieties
(HYVs). Farmers were using a long piece
of bamboo for line transplanting. We mod-

Figure 1. Using bamboo trunsplanting guide two workers plant two rows at a time. They then move 40 cm
backward, puil the gulde and align lt approxlmately to complete transplanting the field.
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ified the farmer's marking on the bamboo
used and introduced transplanting of two
lines simultaneously (Figure 1). This inex-
pensive bamboo guide is so simple to con-
struct that in a farm demonstration a
Filipino farmerfabricated it in less than one
hour on his own farm. Also, it is simple to
use. During the IFDC/NGO demonstration
trials conducted in '1993 on 26 tribal rice
farmers'fields, it was observed that more
than 50% of the participating farmers pre-
ferred to transplant in line using the bam-
boo guide over the use of the convention-
al line transplanting method (Daftardarand
Savant, 1995). Without hiring additional
labour a small farmer having two or three
family members can transplant in line to
achieve the optimum plant population
required by HYV and the modified spacing
(geometry) required for eff icient use of Np-
fertilisers.

Using the bamboo guide offers farmers
other benefits. The transplanting guide
method integrated with efficient Np man-
agement can decrease expensive seed
input as much as 60% (Daftardar and
Savant, 1995). Seed saving can lower
seedling requirements (up to 36%) and
thus translate into substantial saving in
other inputs required for seedling prepara-
tion uprooting and even transplanting. The
additional labour required forthe line trans-
planilng with the guide decreases with
more practice. Women farmers seem to
adapt easily to using the guide. Special
training for women farmers should
enhance its use.

Solving constraints
In spite of the demonstrated agronomic.
merit of deep point placement of urea as
urea briquettes (UB) it has not benefited
small farmers. Through collaborative field

Table 1. Average rice yields for the single
deep place of UB-DAP aftertransptanting
( i m proved m a n age m e nt) s p I it-app t i c ati o n
of prilled urea + basal application of singte
s u pe rph os ph ate ( co n ve nti on a I pra ct i ce),
and farmers' traditional practice
(Daftardar and Savant, 1995)

- Yietd* {Ulral
Practice Grain Straw

Integrated 4.SS 6.67
Conventional 2.99 4.54
Traditional 2.41 4.14

'Average yields of 26 larmer-managed r,",O U,",",rnra, *nn

application rates of 56 kg N/ha and 14 kg p/ha.

research, we reasonably resolved the fol-
lowing two constraints that were hindering
its use by lice farmers:
. The non-availability of proper UB mate-

rial - a portable small-scale fertiliser bri-
quetterwas developed for producing UB
or UB fortified with P as diammonium
phosphate (UB-DAP) atthe viilage tevet.
This production scheme can effectively
provide UB feftilizer to farmers in a giv-
en region and create a few rural jobs.

. An additional labour requirement (8-10
workdays/ha) for the UB placement by
hand. We developed the bamboo guide
for line transplanting with modified 20 x
20 cm spacing and 25 hills/m,. The mod-
ified spacing provides traffic lanes (a
non-cash input) that allow UB placement
immediately after transplanting (Figure
2) and the puddled soft soil condition
offers minimum resistance to inserting
UB, thus making the placement easier

for the workers. More important, the use
of modified spacings helps to increase
the speed of placement and thereby
reduces the additional labour require-
ment as much as S0% (Daftardar and
Savant ,1995).

The improved NP management practice
can be summarised as "one single deep
placement of the correct weight UB or UB-
DAP by hand at 7-10 cm soil depth (one
briquette/4 hills) immediately after trans-
planting with the modif ied 20 x 20 cm spac-
ing. The results of the collaborative trials
conducted during 1990-93 on farmers'
fields clearly demonstrate that the man-
agement is adoptable and has the follow-
ing main benefits:
. lt is simple and practical. Field experi-

ence indicates that more women labour
is needed because they are mainly
involved in transplanting and UB place-
ment.

. lt is agronomically efficient and less
risky. lt has the potentialto substantially
ir'tcrease grain and straw yields (see
Table 1) .

. lt is economically attractive. Rice farm-
ers using this management can expect
gross profit of five times (or more) the
additional cost of extra labour required
and fertiliser used. The savings in seed
inputs and seedling preparation make it
more attractive.

. lt is environmentally friendly. lt has the
potential to virtually eliminate runoff and
ammonia losses, thus protecting the
environment. Secondly it has the poten-
tial to substantially increase yield levels
up to 4,500 kg/ha at 40% less fertiliser
use.

Farmers' reactions
The results of the field evaluation of the
practices of INMS are promising; especial-
ly tribal farmers' responses in India to the
improved fertiliser management are
encouraging. When asked, more than half
of the 26 participdting farmers in the 1993
trials mentioned striking increases in the
number of total and productive tillers/hill,
and marked improvement in the develop-
ment of panicles with the improved fertilis-
er use. Because of the increased rice pro-
ductivity with less fertiliser, all the farmers
except two indicated willingness to use
UB-DAP fertilizer although it would cost
157"-207" more than conventional fertilis-
ers. Therefore, the transfer of UB use agro-
technology to small-scale resource-poor
rice farmers in less-endowed rainfed low-
land regions of developing countries has
merit.

Narayan K Savant, IFDC, pO Box 2040, Muscle 
I

Shoals, Alabama 35662, USA
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Learn, implement and evaluate

Development in Uganda mainly means: reconstruction. A long period of chaos,
dictatorship and civil war ended in the late 1980s. Since then, all sorts of new
initiatives have started, especially within the emerging sector of non-govern-
mental organisations (NGOs). ln 1993, SNV (the Netherlands Development
Organisation) and NOVIB (Netherlands Organisation for International
Development Cooperation) convened a two day brainstorming workshop on
environment and sustainable land use with their partner organisations in
Uganda. One of the outcomes was a felt need for training on sustainable agri-
culture and participatory ertension methods.

Furthermore, the extension approach
does not include the farmers' perspectives
on problems and possible solutions.

A cyclic process
ETC Netherlands assisted SNV/NOVIB
Uganda in developing and implementing a
training programme on Low-External-lnput
and Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA) and
Participatory Technology Development
(PTD). Ten Ugandan organisations (9
NGOs and 1 GO, partners of SNV/NOVIB)
involved in agricultural development par-
ticipated. The programme's overall objec-
tive was to support these organisations and
strengthen their capacity in implementing
sustainable landuse programmes.

The following training objectives were
identified:
. review current status of agriculture in

Uganda;
. introduce methods and concepts of

LEISA and PTD:
. prepare agricultural work plans for each

organisation; and
. stimulate networking among the organ-

isations.

The training programme was set-up as an
iterative process ol learning from theory
and practiials in the workshops, imple-
mentation of work assignments with farm-
ers in participants'own working situation
and guided evaluation of implementation
experiences with fellow participants. Thus,
the learning process during the field peri-
ods and the training workshops were
equally important. Presenting the training
programme in blocks allowed us to adapt
tentative programmes of field periods and
workshops according to specific needs
identified in the process. Furthermore, this
approach increased the impact of the train-
ing as it allowed participants and organisa-
tions to gradually come to grips with the
topics, creating time to reflect and link what
is learned to their working situation.

Training methods used in theworkshops
were quite diverse. They included intro-
ductions and lectures, topic-wise plenary
discussions, group activities, fieldwork and
practicals, plenary evaluation of group and
field work, slides, videos and role play, The
basic structure followed for each topic was
a) analysis of current situation, b) introduc-
tion of relevant LEISA & PTD concepts and
techniques, c) practising these through
group work on case studies derived from
participants' experiences and practicals
and finally d) evaluating and summarizing
learning points.

LEISA, PTD and project planning were
integrated within a single training pro-
gramme. This gave the opportunig to link
the technical aspects of LEISA, the exten-
sion/experimentation approach of PTD and
the managerial aspects of project planning.
Each participating grganisation was repre-
sented by two extension workers and one
policy maker, thus representing both field
and policy level. In the first two workshops,
extension workers were trained in LEISA
and PTD. In the third workshop, extension
workers and policy makers discussed and
agreed upon analysis of agricultural prob-
lems in their working area and together
they made an action plan for 1995. The
knowledge and insight gained by the exten-
sion workers in the first workshops enabled
them to discuss matters with their policy
makers on equal footing. Thus, involving
both organisational levels in one training
programme ensured commitment and sup-
port at all levels of the organisation.

Between workshops
Alternating workshops with structured
learning in participants'own working situa-
tion was crucial in making the training pro-
gramme a success. Work assignments
were formulated for the main topics intro-
duced and first practised in the field during
the workshops. For each following field

Learning and unleirning
During field visits between the workshops, it appeared that all organisations had enthusiastical-
ly embarked on the assignments as far as LEISA was concerned. They had introduced crop rota-
tion, multiple cropping, animal husbandry integration and soil and water management. Only one
organisation had embarked on a participatory problem analysis. The other participants were hes
itant as they find it a rather difficult subject. When reviewing the first workshop assignments dur-
ing the second workshop, it appeared that in-depth analysis is often lacking. This showed that
constraints in introducing LEISA are more often related to the methodology of developing LEISA
than to the techniques used. Visits to farmers participating in the assignments confirmed that the
mode of interaction with farmers is mostly based on conventional extension methods.
Conventional agricultural techniques are simply replaced by LEISA techniques. Farmers are giv-
en recipes without the reasoning behind the change, which makes it ditficult for the farmer to
adopt and adapt the techniques to their own situation.
For all partners, it seems difficult to really apply participatory technology development approach

es in practice. This could be caused by various reasons, ranging from the friction between sus-
tainable long-term interests mostly beyond the projects' life span and vital short-term project suc-
cesses (both donor and community driven), to a firmly rooted comfort in top-down approaches,
which are clear, fixed and predictable. Further, technical staff are seen as the persons who should
know and give, preferably a swift, solution to the problem. Where participants were not hindered
by a formal technical background and therefore do not pose themselves as agricultural experts,
a participatory process was more basily adopted. However, throughout the kaining programme
a change could clearly be observed with most organisations. When requested during the eval&
ation what participants expected to do with the course experience, the standard answer afterthe
first workshop was: "To train colleagues and farmers." After the third workshop this had changed
into: 'To implement togetherwith farmers."

An iterative training process

Erik van der Werf and
Albert Bokkestijn

he steady decline of crop yields is
one of the major problems faced by
Ugandan .farmers. This makes it

increasingly difficult to produce enough
food to feed lhe family and have surplus for
sale to meet the rising costs of school fees,
medical expenses, etcetera. This decreas-
ing production is mainly caused by the con-
tinued use of shifting cultivation tech-
niques on permanently cultivated land. lt
causes decreased soil fertility, increased
pest and disease problems and an ever
increasing "hunger for land".

Due to economic liberalisation and the
impact of a structural adjustment pro-
gramme, external inputs, like synthetic fer-
tilisers and pesticides, are beyond the
average farmer's reach. Moreover, agri-
cultural extension services are not able to
address farmers' pioblerns adequately.
The technical know-how of extension
workers is not appropriate to solve the
problems farmers face today.
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period, participants were requested to
select a number of work assignments for
implementation with farmers in their own
working area. As there were plenty of work
assignments to choose from, participants
could select according to their specific
requirements and interests. In the follow-
ing workshop, participants presented and
questioned each other on their experienc-
es in the implementation of work assign-
ments. We were impressed by the serious
commitment with which all participating
organisations undertook their work assign-
ments and involved farmers in it.

During the field periods, participating
organisations were visited by the trainers.
This gave room to discuss problems in
implementing work assignments and it
helped the trainers to better understand the
working situation of the participants.
Participants appreciated these visits not
only for the technical support given, but just
as much for the moral support provided.

By using participants' cases during
workshops and because of the structured
learning process during field periods,
participants' day-to-day working situation
was atthe heartof thetraining programme.
This ensured applicability of all that was
learned. At the same time, this approach
bridged the gap between learning and put-
ting into practice. lt answers the question
that is always on every trainee's mind:
"This all sounds very nice, but will it be
applicable to my situation and will I be able
to put it into practice considering all the
constraints at home?"

Conclusions
The iterative process of learning, imple-
mentation and evaluation increased

participants' understanding of the topics
step by step. This was clearly illustrated by
the improved quality of work assignments
done during the second field period when
compared to the first period. Participants
not only gained practical LEISA skills but
also started developing participatory skills
and attitudes and analytical capacity in the
fields of LEISA and PTD. However, realis-
ing full development of these skills and
capacities will require a longer-term follow-
up with a considerable component of
organisation-specific support. Developing
participatory attitudes is more than learn-
ing participatory skills. lt requires a real
change in attitude, involving just as much
"unlearning" of old habits as learning and
developing new skills and approaches.
Similarly, developing analytical skills
requires a long-term process of acquiring
a deeper understanding of ecological,
technical agricultural and extension pro-
cesses and possible changes and solu-
tions. Therefore, such a follow-up pro-
gramme will require a long-term commit-
ment from participating organisations as
well as course organisers and donor
organisations involved. The advantages of
an iterative training approach by and large
outweigh the extra labour and expendi-
tures when compared to a one-off training
event.

Integrating LEISA, PTD and project
planning and combined participation of
extension workers and policy makers
resulted in a shared understanding of
problems affecting regional agricultural
development and realistic work plans for
the development.of LEISA and pTD
accepted at the relevant organisational
levels.

Participants and organisers agreed that
the first three objectives of the training pro-
gramme were successfully realised.
However, the networking objective was not
realised to every one's liking. The organis-
ers perceived networking as an informal
way to exchange experiences between
organisations on theirown initiative, where-
as the participants rather consider it to be
the formal establishment of a service
organisation with members. Currently, sev-
eral organisations in Uganda cooperate in
setting up such a national service organisa-
tion for sustainable agriculture.

Taking into account the quality and com-
mitment with which work assignments
were undertaken and the serious and
realistic action plans made, we are confi-
dent to conclude that these ten SNV/-
NOVIB partner organisations in Uganda
will be implementing sustainable landuse
activities using LEISA and PTD approach-
es in 1995.

SNV-NOVIB Uganda, PO Box 8339, Kampata, 
I

Uganda.

Erik van der Werf, ETC Netherlands, pO Box 64.
3830 AB Leusden, Netherlands.
Albert Bokkestijn, Troetstraweg 68, 6702 AM
Wageningen, Netherlands.

AptiI
Workshop 1: LEISA
and PTD (two weeks,
LEISA analysis and
principles, soil and
water management
and PTD for exten-
sion workers)

|lay
Field period A

Work assignments
on soil and water
management and
PTD for extension

workers. Follow-uo
visits by trainers

June

July
Workshop 2: LEISA
and PTD (two weeks
for extension workers
on Evaluation of work
assignments, crop
management, animal
husbandry and PTD)

August

Field period B
Work assignments

on crop manage-
ment, animal hus-

bandry and PTD for
extension workers
and, together with
policy makers, on

analysis of the
regional agricultural

system and PTD.
Follow-up visits by

facilitators.

September

Novembet

Decembet
Workshop 3: Project
planning (one week,
evaluation of work
assignments for

'extension 
workers

and, together with
policy makers, the
analysis of the
regional agricultural
system; making agri-
cultural work olans
for 1 995)

Pre-workshop f;
1 assignment I

During one of the workshops, a contest was
organlsed for degigning a T-shirt. The winning
design was printed and all particlpants rcce-ived a
shirt.

l
i

i
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Huevos de amor
"Huevos de Amor" or "Love Eggs", are eggs produced by local chickens which
are kept on free range. The chickens are kept together with a cock, and that is
why the farmers call these eggs "huevos de amor". What are the benefits of
using hybrid layers as well as local hens? A report from Nicaragua.

orena Urbina and Marcos Cisnero
live in Muy-Muy, Nicaragua. Their
village is situated in the centre of

Nicaragua, in the semi-humid area, with a
rainfall of 1520 mm distributed over 8
months from May to December/January.
Average dairy temperature is 25"C. The
major activity in the area is milk and beef
production. Small-scale farmers produce
maize, beans, bananas, rool crops and ...
eggs.

The people in Muy-Muy value love eggs
higher than eggs coming from chicken
industries. Love eggs taste better. They
have dark yellow yolks because the hens
pick a large variety of leaves, grasses and
other backyard scrap: Almost every hou-
sehold in Muy-Muy has chickens on free
range. Mostlywomen look afterthem. Egg
production of local chickens in this area is
quite high. They achieve a production level
of about 30% (3 eggs per '1 0 hens per day),
counting all adult female chickens.'Only
about 10% of the eggs is kept for hatching,
50% is sold and 30% is consumed. The
chickens sleep in a tree, of which the stem .
sometimes is covered with a piece of zinc
against predators. Management includes
maize feeding, selection of hens for hat-
ching, production and culling. Sometimes
nests are provided. About 60% of the incu-
bated eggs hatch and losses amongst
young chicks reach a level of 40%.

Yellow yolks
Marcos and Lorena also keep chickens on
their farm. They have local chickens, but
the majority of the eggs are produced by
hybrid layers, dual purpose Black sex lin-
ked, also kept on free range together with
cocks. These "love eggs" have the same
dark yellow yolks. Keeping hybrid layers
on free range has been reported before.
Egg production is very interesting,
reaching 50 to 60% level. The hens of
Marcos and Lorena had an average of
70% during the first three months of laying.
Many people, hearing of the introductiori of
hybrid layers to the free range system, fear
that the layers will be affected by diseases
or parasites. ln fact, these problems do not
really occur, while problems with coccidio-

sis (disease caused by internal parasite)
are far less than in pens. Losses by preda-
tors or by theft occur, just as with local chic-
kens. lt is good to minimise these losses,
e.g. by building a good night pen. Feeding
costs are much lower in a free range sys-
tem, which makes it rnore attractive than
completely closed pens. Closed pens
make people dependent on the supply of
concentrates, which increases feeding.
costs. The fact that scavenging layers tend
to balance their diet of supplied grains
themselves with what they find in the back-
yard is very attractive.

The layers of Marcos and Lorena are fed
with maize, regardless of the quality. Any
on-farm price for the maize would be arbit-
rary. Actually, one reaSon for keeping
chickens is to capitalise on haruest wastes
and inferiorgrains. However, to give some
idea, first quality maize market prices are
about 0.8 to 2.7 Cordoba (1 US $ = C$ 7)
per kilo, depending on the season. An
average price for maize of C$ 1.50 would
mean a price of C$ 0.12 for a portion of 80
gramS of maize, which is enough to achie-
ve a 600/o laying average. This would mean
a cost price per egg of C$ 0.20, which is
half of the selling price. Eggs of hybrid lay-
ers weigh more (56 g) than the eggs of the
local chickens (a0 g). The local market,
however, does not pay for extra size.
Another interesting aspect in producing
eggs is that maize is produced by men.
Decisions on how to spend the revenues is
taken either by the man or by both
man and woman. Selling eggs is
a woman's business, and she
decides how she spends
that money.

Buying or breeding
Hybrid layers have to
be purchased. This
makes farmers quite
dependent. Besides
that, buying pullets
needs capital invest-

ment, but notfor Marcos and Lorena. They
cross there black hybrid layers with a
LeghornMarren crossbred cock. The
eggs of this cross are bred by local hens
and provide them with improved layers in
the future, They are certain the offspring is
going to produce, because the sisters of
the crossbred cock, scavenging on free
range at a friend's farm, produce just as
well as their Warren mothers. These
Warren mothers are also kept on free ran-
ge. Although a Leghorn is considered too
light, former mentioned crossbreds of
LeghornMarren are nice dual purpose
chickens. The Warren and the Black
hybrid layers are even heavier than the
local chickens. Crossing local hens with
cocks of improved breeds results in
offspring that continues to be broody. This
is necessary to produce chicks, but a pro-
blem when the objective is to produce
eggs. Marcos and Lorena solved this pro-
blem by having hybrid layers produce the
eggs and local hens brood. lt is not clear to
the author how lack of calcium supply inf-
luences egg production. Earlier experien-
ces show that layers of course need extra
calcium to achieve high production levels.
On the farm however, on free range,
effects of lack of calcium are otten obscu-
red by other problems like lack of feed.
Lorena and Marcos are only feeding egg
shells. Other farmers do not supply extra
calcium and according to their reports lay-
ers continue to produce. lt might be, thdt
the high amounts of lime used in house-
holds to prepare maize for tortillas contri-
butes to a sufficient calcium supply here in
Nicaragua. However, this remains a sub-
iect to be studied.

T

Harm de Vries, SNV, AP 3534, Managua, Nicaragua.

Harm de Vries

Lorena with a Black LeghomlWarren crossbred.
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Comparative advantages of sweet potato
ILEIA received several contributions on sweet potato (lpomoea batatus L.), dealing with tarmer practices as well as with

on-farm research. These experiences demonstrate the potential of this crop, especially when intercropped, to increase tood
production and income. The articles have been shortened. Full articles can be requested from the authors or from ILEIA.

The Bako area is situated iri western Bako area it never received much attention
Ethiopia. An increasing population compet- from research and extension.
ing for limited resources makes it necessary The landscape of the Bako area is undu-
to switch over to crops with higher produc- lating to hilly, mean annual rainfall is about
tion than the traditional maize, telt (Era 1200 mm, mainly falling in the months of
grostisteflandsorghum.On-farmresearch May to September. Soils are sandy clay
analysed the potential of sweet potato for (Nitosols), low in Phosphorus and with a
intensification of land use. high Carbon-Nitrogen ratio which restricts

Sweet potato plays an important role in Nitrogen uptake by plants. Cropping
many parts of tropical Africa. In addition to systemsvaryfromfarmtofarm. Somefarm-
beinganimportantsourceof carbohydrates ers monocrop sweet potato while others
and vitamin A, sweet potato provides ani- intercrop with pepper (Capsicum annum).
mal feed and raw materials for industrial The demand for sweet potato roots is
purposesandhasatremendouscapacityto very high at markets and they fetch good
produce dry matter per unit of land and time. prices. For example, in 1992 one kg sweet
It is grown mostly by small farmers in a wide potato root was sold at about twice the price
range of environments, from sea level up to of one kg maize grain, the region's staple
2400 m asl. lts compatibility with various food.

Table 1. Comparative advantage of sweet potato over maize, produced under farmers'
management conditions in the Bako area.

ctop' yield pricez grcss benefit between crpps
tienefftmagin

(ks/hal (Bir/ksl {Bin/hal lBi}"/hal

Mixing sweet potato and lentil:
a farmer innovated system
Poor farmers in remote areas of Bangladesh
who till marginal lands not suitable for rice or
maize take sweet potato as theirstaple food.
Traditionally, sweet potato monocropped in
Bangladesh. But the farmers of Katiadi
Thana under Kishoreganj district have
developed a mixed cropping technology of
sweet potato and lentil (Lens culinaris
Medil<), the adoption of which is increas-
ing.To assess the production technology
and its economic profitability this farmer-
innovated technology has been studied.
From December 1993 till April 1994 data
were collected by interviewing 25 far,mers
and observing the fields. The farmers have
their land on the banks of the river
Brahmaputra ("cha/'land). The soil is sandy
loam and not so fertile but every year silt is
deposited, so crops grow well.
There are three cropping patterns:
. jute - fallow - sweet potato + lentil (60% of

the farmers)
. jute - fallow - sweet potato (25% of the

farmers)
. jute - fallow - lentil (15% of the farmers)
Jute is harvested in June-July. In the rainy
season the land becomes inundated and
remains fallow. Lentil is broadcast in
November at the rate of 180,000 to 290,000
plants/ha. After sowing lentil, sweet potato
vines (30-45 cm) are planted at a rate of
111.000 olants/ha.

Local varieties are used. Those of sweet
potato have better taste and storing quality
than the high yielding varieties. Farmers
only apply about40 kg N/ha. Only one ortwo
weedings are needed at seedling and vege-
tative stage. Lentil is harvested mid March,
sweet potato one month later. The latter is
sold directly from the field though some is
kept for family consumption. Sweet potato
vine is fed to cattle.

The average yield of sweet potato is 22.0
Uha and that of lentil is 0.35 Vha. In case of
monocropped sweet potato the average
yield is 23.5 t/ha. By sacrificing 1.5 t/ha of
sweet potato farmers gain an additional 0.35
Uha of costly lentil crop. Intercropped lentil
gives more branches and fruits and is less
prone to disease than when grown in mono-
culture. Seeds are bolder and brighter
coloured when intercropped. Demand for
and price of intercropped lentil is higher. The
average gross benefit of this practice is US$
565/ha which is 35% higher than sole sweet
potato and 8olo higher than sole lentil, which
makes it a lucrative technology for farmers.
Narayan C. Basak, On-Farm Research Division,

Bangladesh Agr. Research Institute, Kishoreganj -

2300, Bangladesh.

maize 1,600
sweet potato 10,0(X)"

o,go 1,Mo
1.50 15,000

13,560

(1 Birr=0.166US$)
I localvarieties of both maize and sweet potato; '?1994 market price in Bakotown;3 grain yield;4 fresh rootyield

types of limited input farming systems and Table 1 shows that sweet potato substan-
its reliability under varying conditions like tially exceeds maize in terms of financial
drought, high rainfall and low soilfertility lev- benefits. However, farmers may not be will-
els have made it an attractive crop for farm- ing to monocrop sweet potatoes or special-
ers. On steep slopes, where sweet potato ise in it. The rationale behind this practice is
covers the ground, it prevents erosion bet- to spread the risk of crop failures, save land,
ter than most other crops. Furthermore, and economise labour for such operations
after planting it covers the ground quickly as weeding and harvesting.
and suppresses weeds. Although sweet Abdissacemeda,poBoxls,Bako,Westshewa,
potato is one of the important crops in the Hhiopra.

Maize and sweet potato intercropped, higher yield and profit
Agriculture in north-west Bangladesh is dominated by wheat, mustard intercropped with
lentil and broadcast paddy. Both yield and profit from existing cropping systems are too
low to sustain the growing population. Although maize is not a new crop in Bangladesh,
the farmers do not have great know-how on its cultivation.

The Onfarm Research Division (OFRD) of Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute
(BARI) has put much efiort into popularising this crop. Intercropping maize with sweet pota-
to instead of sole maize is one of its propositions. On-farm research has been conducted
forfour consecutive years (1988 - 1991) in Kalikapur in the north-west of the country. After
that, in the winter of 1992, a pilot production programme started in five villages with 34 farm-
ers. All plots where rainfed and located nearby the homestead. Maize was intercropped
with sweet potato on a 1:2 ratio. The seed rate of maize was 15 kg/ha and that of sweet
potato vine 55,500 cuttings (20-25 cm). The varieties were swan-2 and Tripti for maize and
sweet potato respectively. N, P2Os, K2O (60-45-90) and welldecomposed cowdung (10
Vha) were applied as fertiliser. Maize yielded on average 3.7 Uha grain and 5.6 Vha stover.
Sweetpotatoyielded l2.TUha.Thetotalvariablecostswere taka17,646 (US$aa1)and
the profit accounted for taka 47,625 (US$ 1 190) per ha, considerably more than for tradi-
tional crops.
Mohammed R. Karim, Mohammed S. Alam, RegionalAgr. Research Station, lshurdi-6620, Pabna, Bangladesh.
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Applications ol biotechnology to
tradilional fermenled foods:
reporl of an Ad Hoc Panel ol the
Board on Science and
Technology for Inlernalional
Developmenl by B0ST|D. 1992.
National Research Council (NRC),
Board on Science and
Technology for International
Development (B0ST|D). 199 p.
ISBN 0 309 04685 8 (pbk).
t 13.95. Intermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WC1 B 4HH, UK.
This report describes opportuni-
ties to apply biotechnology to
widely practised methods of food
preparation and preservation. In
many developing countries the
population depends on traditional
methods for food processing,
whereas biotechnological deve-
lopments offer possibilities to
improve these traditional food
fermentations. An overview is
given of traditional preservation
methods, especially for products
that serve as a major food source
for large populations (e.9. cassa-
va and milk). Ways are discussed
how to refine these methods.
New products and processes can
be introduced and the economics
of these fermentation processes
can still be improved.
Recommendations are provided
on priorities for future research
and on ways to acquire expertise
in fermentation technology. 0nly
after the "old" techniques of fer-
mentation have been successfully
used can industries in developing
countries step into advanced
techniques like gene manipula-
t ion. ( lHG)

ileem: a lree lor solving global
problems: report of an Ad Hoc
Panel ol the Board on Science
and Technology lor International
Development (80STlD),
ilational Research Gouncil
(tlRC) by B0ST|D. 1992. Board
on Science and Technology for
International Develooment
(B0ST|D), National Research
Council (NRC), 2101 Constitution
Avenue, Washington, DC 20418,
USA. 141 o. ISBN 0 309 04686 6
(pbk). e 13.00. Intermediate
Technology Publications (lTP),
1 03-1 05 Southampton Row,
London WC1 B 4HH, UK.
A very concise but complete
publication on the many uses of
neem, etending from insect con-
trol, via reforestation and erosion
control, to such unexpected
aspects as birlh control. The ori-
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ginally Indian tree now grows
throughout the whole tropics and
has proven to be very tough
under difficult, dry conditions.
Neem's insecticidal properties
work more slowly than is often
the case with synthetic pesticides
and reveal themselves through
phenomena as groMh inhibition
and repellency, causing feeding
insects to die from starvation or
moulding failure rather than
direct poisoning. Resistance
against neem may be ditficult to
attain for insects as there are
many different active ingredients
in the neem "cocktail". In spite of
the large group of researchers
working on neem at this moment,
more proof and insight stemming
from "control led experiments" is
needed concerning the way it
works. Neem could well herald a
new generation of "softer" pesti-
cides. A new addition to B0ST-
I D's original well-written series of
publications on unconventional
scientif ic and technological issu-
es, and, as always, written in
simple, clear language. (WB)

Gattle, women, and wells: man-
aging household survival in the
Sahel by C Toulmin. 1992.
International Institute for
Environment and Development
(llED), 3 Endsleigh Street,
London WClH 0DD, UK. 295 p.
ISBN 0 19 829006 3: t 37.50.
Clarendsn Press, Oxford
University, Walton Street, 0X2
6DP 0xford, UK.
This book is based on a two-year
period of field work in a small
Sahelian village in central Mali.
The author concentrates on the
choices facing these Bambara
farmers, and how they continual-
ly have to adapt their farming
methods in order to survive. An
analysis of the millet crop pro-
duction shows that the farmers
are continually reacting to chan-
ging climatic and economic cir-
cumstances by altering patterns
of crop production and invest-
ment. A comparison between
investments made in major farm
assets (wells, oxen and breeding
cattle) shows that large house-
holds and those with comple-

mentary assets have higher
returns. Decisions regarding
marriage, fertility and household
size and structures are analysed
based on the assumption that
decisions in these fields have an
important economic component.
Success in the maintenance and
reproduction of the family group
was seen to'be closely related to
successf ul economic performan-
ce. ( lHG)

Close to home: women recon-
necl ecology, heallh and deve-
lopmenl worldwide by V Shiva
(ed.). 1994. New Society
Publishers, 4527 Springf ield
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19143,
USA '170 p. ISBN 0 86571 264 6.
US$ 12.95 (pbk).

Many different issues, ranging
from AIDS to toxic waste and sex
determination, are brought up in
this book in relation to gender
aspects. The author argues that
women lead the struggle for
sustainable community develop-
ment on this earth "polluted by
greed-driven corporations and
governments". This rather wild
statement on the cover sets a
tone of polarisation that is the
binding factor of this study.
According to the author, women
from Third World societies offer
ecological insights deeper and
richer than the responses of men
in their own societies and are.
therefore, the ideal agents in
reversing the trend of environ-
mental degradation. lt remains to

be seen whether this separatist
point of view is really constructF
ve in the quest for a sustainable
society. (WB)

R6inventer le pr6sent: quelques
ialons pour I'action by ES
Ndione, Ph de Leener, JP P6rier,
M Ndiaye, PJacol in.1994. Enda
Graf, BP 13069, Dakar, Grand-
Yoff, Senegal. 131 p. ISBN 2
9508169 0 8. (Recherches popu-
laires).
Studies rural povefi and pleads
for African solutions brought
about by the poor themselves,
development programmes having
failed to achieve a widespread
impact in Africa. Hope can be
found in the vitality and resource-
fulness of the poor who are fil l ing
niches in the margins of the offi-
cial economies. Starting point are
ENDA's experiences with rurar
and urban poor. (WB)

Policy management systems
and melhods of analysis for
sustainable agriculture and rur-
aldevelopment by M Carley.
1994. International Institute for
Environment and Development
(llED), 3 Endsleigh Street,
London WClH 0DD, UK; Food
and Agriculture 0rganization
(FA0), Viale delle Terme di
Caracalla, 00100 Rome, ltaly.
64 o.
The outcome of a seminar on
sustainability analysis at llED in
London. Thirty analytical tools
and methods of policy analysis
are presented in this paper, ran-
ging from cost-benefit analysis to
computerised agricultural plan-
ning and policy analysis. One
must not conclude that using the
proper method of analysis will,
inevitably, open the way to a situ-
ation of sustainability in agricul-
ture, for many factors related to
human nature and politics do not
necessarily behave in the manner
anticipated in the analysis. Also, a
number of oreconditions must be
present that are often incomplete-
ly addressed in development acti-
vities: institutional capacity,
access to information, and parti-
cipation in planning and decision-
making. The level of abstraction
makes it suitable reading material
for planners and students of
development. (WB)

Sembradores de esperanza:
conservar pam cultivar y vivir by
M Hesse-Rodriguez. 1994. PR0-
CONDEMA, Choluteca, Honduras.
252 p. (Colecci6n Ceiba: naturale-



za y sociedad). Editorial
Guaymuras Y Comunica, Apoo
Postal 1 877843, Tegucigalpa,
Honduras.

A useful manual in Spanish on
soil conservation measures for
smallholders, written in the con-
text of a rural development NGO
in Honduras. The project opera-
tes in the southern part of the
country, where soil erosion has
reached an alarming scale, as a
result of natural causes and
human activity. Various conser-
vation and fertilisation practices
are presented in detail, after a
general introduction about the
necessity of organic cultivation
practices. The final pan of the
manual describes how to go
about conservation measures:
which methods to use, how to
plan the work? The presentation
is good, with many drawings and
citations of farmers'views and
advice. (WB)

Beyond farmer f irst:. rural peop-
le's knowledge, agricultural
research and extension praclice
by I Scoones, J Thompson (eds.).
1 994. International Institute for
Environment and Develooment
(llED), 3 Endsleigh Street,
London WClH ODD, UK.301 p.
rsBN 1 85339 250 2. t 3.95.
I ntermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WClB 4HH, UK.
The Farmer First philosophy,
based on the book Farmer First:
Farmer Innovation and
Agricultural Research
(Chambers, Pacey and Thrupp,
1989), has become more and
more accepted since its publica-
tion. In contrastto approaches
and methods of technology
transfer which have served indus-
trial and green revolution agricuF
ture, it focuses on the abilities of
resource-poor farmers to experF

tt.

ment, adaot and innovate.
0utsider professionals act as
catalysts and consultants. This
book "Beyond Farmer First" is a
distil lation of material prepared
for a workshop with the same
name. lt is divided into three
pans, the first on theoretical con-
siderations, the second on
methodological challenges, and
the third on institutional innova-
tions. These issues were exami-
ned with the help of case studies
and discussion papers. Some of
the major conclusions of this
book can be found in earlier
work, but some insights ger new
emphasis. Different from the
Farmer First approach is the emp-
hasis on empowerment of margi-
nalised groups, the importance oJ
participation in appraisal and
research methods and the need
for a new professional attitude of
researchers. (lHG)

0radia 94: a bibtiographic infor-
mation service on organizalion
and management of agricultural
research by GTZ, llCA. tnstituto
I nteramericano de Cooperaci6n
para la Agricultura (llCA), Apdo
55-2200, Coronado, San Jose,
Costa Rica; Directorate for
I nformation, Communications,
Training and I nstitutional Affairs
(DrccAt).
0radia is a quarterly bibliographic
journal producing references on
specific themes. Keywords and
abstracts are in Spanish, but
apart from Spanish titles also
English and French documents
are listed. The July-September'1994 issue deals with sustainable
development, climate and agri-
culture. For ordering conditions
and document supply you can
contact llCA directly. (WB)

Agriculture, environment, and
health: sustainable develop-
ment in the 21st century
byVW Ruttan (ed.).1993.401 p.
ISBN 0 8'166 22e2 2 (pbk). US$
19.95. University of Minneapolis
Press, 2037 University Avenue
S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455-
3092, USA.
Studies many different fields, in
an interdisciplinary approach,
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examining implications for insti-
tutional design and policy reform
to achieve sustainable agricultur-
al develoDment. The various
papers look at sustainable pro-
duction from three different ang-
les: (1) biological and technical
constraints; (2) resource and
environmental constraints; and
(3) health constraints. The pre-
sentation of these proceedings is
somewhat austere. As the book is
also quite bulky, in order to give
room to the many issues cover-
ed, it is apparent that it addresses
itself primarily to an audience that
is well-versed in these oroblems.
(WB)

lmproving animal traction tech-
nology by P Starkey, E Mwenya,
J Stares (eds.). 1994. Animat
Traction Network for Eastern and
Southern Africa (ATNESA). 490
p. ISBN 92 9081 127 7. Technical
Centre for Agricultural and Rural
Co-operation (CTA), P0 Box 380,
6700 AJ Wageningen, The
Netherlands.

The Animal Traction Network for
Eastern and Southern Africa
(ATNESA) has been very produc-
tive since its establishment in
1 990. These proceedings report
about the first workshop where a
wide range of persons involved in
research, development, exten-
sion, training, planning and
infrastructural support for the use
of animal power were brought
together for exchange of informa-
tion and to facilitate future coooe-
ration. Main categories of contri-

butions were: profitability of anF
mal traction; management of
draft animals, supply and distri-
bution of implements for animal
traction; transfer of animal trac-
tion technology; animal-powered
transport; diversifying operations
using animal power. Also high-
lighted were themes to be
addressed during three follow-up
workshops on: gender issues and
animal traction; design, testing
and manufacture of animal-
drawn carts; and animal power
for weed control. A vast amount
of practical experiences is to be
found in these voluminous oro-
ceedings. (WB)

Farmer participatory research:
rhetoric and reality by C 0kali,
J Sumberg, J Farrington. 1994.
0verseas Development I nstitute
(0Dl), Regent's College, Regent's
Park, Inner Circle, London NW1
4NS, UK. 159 p. ISBN 1 85339
252 9 (pbk). US$ 17.50.
Intermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WC.IB 4HH, UK.
In a very good overview, a critical
analysis is made of how farmer
participatory research is present-
ly being carried out within a oro-
ad range of research and deve-
lopment programmes. Shows
that processes of local experi-
mentation are still inadequately
understood; only in rare cases do
activities appear to be based on
analysis of existrng farmer experi-
mentation. This prevents the
establishment of a collegiate
interface between farmers and
researchers. A conceptual fra-
mework for analysis is given. The
work addresses itself primarily to
development professionals (f rom
PTD Circular - amended)

Farmers lor a sustainable futu-
re: the leadership role ol agri-
culture by IFAP. 1994.
I nternational Federation of
Agricultural Producers (IFAP), 21
rue Chaptal, 75009 Paris, France.
24 o.
The booklet contains the Doint of
view of the International
Federation of Agricultural
Producers (IFAP) on sustainable
agriculture, as an outcome of dis-
cussions during and after the
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro.
Environmental considerations are
obviously important in the tempe-
rate zone setting of IFAP, butthe-
re are elements in this report that
make it also interesting for those
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interested in the Third Wono.
IFAP much stresses the point of
strong leadership by farmers'
organisations. Apart from agri-
cultural production, they argue,
life in rural areas has much ro
contribute to society in terms of
moral values. This way of life
should not become lost for future
generations. There is an original

chapter 0n division of responsibi-
lities between the various actors
involved: farmers' organisations,
governments, agro-industry,
agriproduct processing industry,
agricultural research and consu-
mer organisations. (WB)

0n-farm research: an annotated
bibliogmphy by N Ctinch. 1994.
Natural Resources Institute
(NRl), 0verseas Development
Administration (0DA), Central
Avenue, Chatham Maritime, Kent
ME4 4TB, UK,127 p. ISBN O
85954 371 4. t 15.00.

The concept of farming systems
research has been developed in
response to the limited relevance
of station-based agricu ltural
research for resource-poor far-
mers. This bibliography on on-
farm research is subdivided into
5 parts: general; institutional
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organisation; planning; experi-
mentation and verification. All in
all, some 260 annotated referen-
ces are presented. primary target
audience is the practitioner see-
king advice on the implementa-
tion of a programme of on-farm
research or a set of individual
trials. (WB)

Women in dairy development by
S Jamal. 1994. Division of
Extension Education, Indian
Veterinary Research Institute,
lzatnagar, lndia.220 p. ISBN 8t
7022500 0. Rs 165. Conceot
Publishing Company, t/1 S-1 6,
Commercial Block, Mohan
Garden, New Dethi 110059, India.
Deals with the major role women
play in India in taking care of tive-
stock and processing and marke-
ting of dairy produce. In spite of
this, women have litfle access to
support services. Extensionists
often fail to direct their messages
to the actual users when it comes
to women. Much of the book is
centred about a statistical appro-
ach to the problem. As statistical
analysis is often absent from
socioeconomic studies, this stu-
dy may be a useful complement,
but the tendency to capture all
observed phenomena in figures
and indexes (there are 88 conclu-
sions to the study listed) does not
add much to our understanding
of underlying causes nor of reme-
dies to this fundamentally unjust
situation. (WB)

The role of indigenous range
management knowledge for
desertification contlol in nort-
hem Kenya by G 0ba. 1994.
Environmental Policy and Society
(EP0S), Tema V, Linktiping
University, 5-581 83 Linktiping,
Sweden.40 p. ISBN 91 b06 1079
1. (EP0S research report, ISSN
1 1 04 4403 ; 4).
Case study of range management
by Rendille and Ariaal herders,
including a historical perspective.
The pastoralists' perceptions of
ecological patchiness is much
more finely differentiated than
scientif ic classif ication.
Indigenous classification is user-
oriented: for different types of

animals, for ditferent seasons
and for different climatic condi-
tions from year to year.
Pastoralists monitor livestock
performance as an indicator of
range conditions, whereas range
scientists monitor plants. The
author shows how pastoralists
apply their knowledge to make
deliberated, opportunistic use of
natural resources, and to respond
to signs of rangeland degradation
associated with setflement and
political insecurity. Knowledge of
indigenous range management is
obviously crucial for planning
improvement of pastoral liveli-
hoods in the African drylands.
This is an enlightening study, but
it is unfortunate that very litile
information is giVen about the
methodology applied. (AWB)
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Dambo farming in Zimbabwe:
water management, cropping
and soil polentials for smallhol-
der faming in the weilands by R
0wen, K Verbeek, J Jackson, T
Steenhuis (eds.). 1994. Cornell
International Institute for Food.
Agriculture and Development
(CllFAD), Kennedy Hail, Box 14,
Cornell University, lthaca, Ny
14853-5901 , USA; University of
Zimbabwe, P0 Box MP 't67.
Mount Pleasant, Harare,
Zimbabwe. 193 o.
Deals with the role dambos, or
wet areas, play in agricultural
production in communal lands in
Zimbabwe. Dambo wetlands are
often found in southern Africa.
They can hold water long enough
to allow crops to be grown during

the dry season. The role of dam-
bos for food security has been
studied for some time now but
research results have not been
divulged on a broad scale. To
make up for this lack of informa-
tion, a conference was organised
in Harare, Zimbabwe.Jhese pro-
ceedings give the annotated
papers presented there. As a
result of the extended period of
low rainfall currenily witnessed in
southern Africa, many dambos
may be drying out. In Zimbabwe,
farmers can only obtain access to
dambos through special permits.
These permits are often refused
on the grounds that dambos are
erosion- and siltation-prone.
Now, under increasing population
pressure, and with a shortage of
water and suitable land, much
dambo cultivation takes place
without otficial consent or invol-
vement, potentially leading to
unsustainable use. Apart from
irrigation issues and soil erosion
aspects, these socio-economic
and legislative aspects received
much attention during the work-
shop. (WB)

Planning with pastomlists: pRA
and more: a review of methods
locused on Alrica by A Waters-
Bayer, W Bayer. 1994.
Information Centre for Low-
External-lnput and Sustainable
Agriculture (lLE|A), P0 Box 64,
3830 AB Leusden. The
Netherlands. 1 53 p. free of char- -
ge. German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ), Division 422,
P0 Box 5'l 80, D-65726 Eschborn
1, Germany. (G1-Z Division 422
working papers).
It is, nowadays, widely accepted
that success of develooment
endeavours hinges on participa-
tion of the target group in plan-
ning and implementation of deve-
lopment activities. Still, pastora-
lists, mobile herders in particular,
have often been ignored and mar-
ginalised by development pro-
grammes as they were difficult to
reach and their needs were ill-
understood. Often, crop produc-
tion was higher on the political
agenda than pastoralism. The
GTZ Division on Livestock
Farming, Veterinary Services and
Fisheries has initiated a project to
support panicipation of pastora-
lists in landuse planning in
semiarid West Africa. This study
is the result of the first phase of
this project. lt is subdivided in
three parts. The first part reviews
concepts and experiences in oar-
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ticipatory planning. The second
part describes participatory
methods that can be used in the
pastoral context. The third part is
a bibliography containing 110
annotated references. The clear
and consistent outline of the stu-
dy makes it very suitable as a
manual for studying participatory
approaches. (WB)

Assessing the gender impact ol
development projects: case slu-
dies from Bolivia, Burkina Faso
and India by V Gianotten, V
Groverman, E van Walsum, L
Zuidberg. 1994. Royal Tropical
Institute (KlT), Mauritskade 63,
1092 AD Amsterdam, The
Netheriands; ETC lnternational,
P0 Box 64, 3830 AB Leusden,
The Netherlands. 103 p. ISBN 90
6832707 0. DFt29.00.
Intermediate Technology
Publications (lTP), 1 03-1 05
Southampton Row, London
WC1 B 4HH, UK.

Deals with how to assess soecific
needs and interests of various
categories of women in develop-
ment projects, by presenting
three cases, based on pilot stu-
dies in Bolivia, Burkina Faso and
India. The differentiation of
women groups is important: not
all groups of women profit neces'
sarily to the same extent from
development activities. Such a
gender impact analysis should,
ideally, take place before the pro-
ject starts. The set-up of the book
does not make it a manual as
such. Still, much information can
be extracted from the text with
regard to methodology. This book
addresses a wider audience.
Keeping a gender focus is vital for
development activities, but chan-
ging deeply rooted negative attitu-
des towards the role of women in
society will still have a long way to
go in many countries. (WB)

r
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ticipation and on-farm research.
Many of the techniques described
are, by force of circumstance,
cultural techniques in the sphere
of adaptations in the farming sys-
tem as a whole: changing plan-
ting dates, intercropping, planting
several varieties of the same
croo. and the like. Future IPM
research should build upon, ree-
valuate and, in certain cases,
modify traditional crop protection
techniques. (WB)

Agrom6t6orologie des cultures
multiples en 169ions chaudes by
C Baldy, CJ Stigter. 1993. Institut
National de la Recherche
Agronomique (INRA), 147 rue de
I'Universit6, 75007 Paris, France.
246 p. ISBN 2 7380 0442 3. (Du
labo au terrain, ISSN 1150 3564).
Deals with multiple cropping in
Mediterranean and trooical
regions and its effects on micro-
climate, weed control and pro-
ductivity. The emphasis of the
first two parts of this manual is
on climatological aspects and on
a typology of multiple cropping
systems. The third part examines
how results of agrometeorologi-

cal studies can be used in multip-
le cropping systems, particularly
agroforestry systems. The final
chapter presents case studies
examining consequences, in
terms of agrometeorology, of tra-
ditional cropping systems. A very
welcome manual, as little mate-
rial is available in French on this
subject. (WB)Participatory impact monitoring

by U Schmidt. 1994. German
Appropriate Technology
Exchange (GATE), German
Agency for Technical Cooperation
(GTZ), P0 Box 5180, D-65726
Eschborn 1, Germany. free of
cnarge.
This annotated bibliography con-
tains three parts: general infor-
mation on Participatory lmpact
Monitoring (PlM), a list of key-
words and abstracts with
indexes, and a reader. lt is the
output of a database on organisa-
tions and reading material compi-
led by GATE on the subject. PIM
was developed to better shape
development projects to the spe-
cific needs and objectives of
NGOs and to be able to measure
criteria for prolect progress and
success. GATE distributes free
copies of this database to those
interested. (wB)

Crop prolection strategies for
subsistence larmers by MA
Altieri (ed.). 1993. Intermediate
Technology Publications (lTP),
1 03-1 05 Southampton Row,
London WC1 B 4HH, UK. 1 97 p.
lsBN 1 85339 2057.t.14.95.
(Westview studies in insect biolo-
sy).
There are some 500 million small
farmers throughout the world,
producing for subsistence. Crop
protection research has rarely
focused on their specific needs
and farming conditions. This also
holds true for past IPM program-
mes that showed insufficient
understanding of the agroecolo-
gical, cultural and socio-econo-
mic environment in which they
were carried out. New IPM pro-
grammes lean much more heavi-
ly on locally existing farming
knowledge. The author mentions
many examples of farmers'
knowledge of pest classification
and pest biology that are often
extremely detailed and to the
point. A central notion is that pest
n/anagement techniques of
smallholders are knowledge-
intensive rather than commodity-
intensive. In this book, case stu-
dies are described of crop protec-
tion strategies with farmers' par-
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Bi0divenidad: illtivos y culturas. Genetic Resources Action
International (GRAIN), Jonqueres 16-6-D, E-08003, Barcetona,
Spain; Red de Ecologia Social (REDES), Amigos de la Tierra, Avda.
Mill6n 41 1 3, 12900 Montevideo, Uruguay.
A new periodical in Spanish on biological diversity and csnservation
of genetic resources pleading for biotechnology with a smallholder
focus. lt is jointly published by GRAIN from Spain and Red de
Ecologla Social (REDES) from Uruguay. The first two issues took
very promising and cover quite a few aspects: background articles,
genetic resource property rights, experiences of networks, legisla-
tiorl medicihal plants, and potato and livestock genetics. NG0s and
Latin American people's organisations can apply for free member-
ship. (WB)

Zuni Farming for today and lomorrow. Zuni Sustainable Agriculture
and Zuni Folk Varieties Projects (ZSAP and ZFVP), P0 Drawer 630,
Zuni NM 87327. USA.
This occasional newsletter reports on Zunifarming, sustainable far-
ming practices and the preservation of Zuni varieties. Zunis are the
native people of New Mexico in the USA. Like many other native
peoples, Zunis have become more and more involved in struggles
over rights to resources, like water and land, that at one time were
freely available to all. The same is happening with folk crop varieties.
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Intercultural dialooue on
ind i genous a gri-cu-ltu re
In many countries, agricultural
activities and experimentation are
still intimately related to festivi-
ties, rituals and ceremonies, often
performed to reinforce the har-
mony of this world with the world
of the gods, to accomodate for
balanced plant growth and a good
harvest. In some countries a rene-
wed interest in these so-called
cosmovisions can be observed.
Cosmovisions are often neglected
in the development of appropriate
forms of agriculture. As of 1
January 1 995, a project on bio-
cultural diversity, "Comparing and
Supporting Indigenous
Agricultural Systems' (C0MPAS)
has started. The project aims to
support 7 NG0s in Peru, Mexico,
Ghana, India, Sri Lanka, Nonrvay
and the Netherlands in documen-
ting the role of indigenous know-
ledge, including the local cosmo-
visions. Also the role and interac-
tion with outside and scientific
knowledge for the achievement of
sustainable agriculture will be
dealt with. This intercultural dialo-
gue on indigenous visions on
agriculture as well as forward
planning between the NG0s and
interested resource persons will
take place through an informal
newsletter and in a workshop l
planned for March 1996. lf you
would like to share your ideas and ,
experiences with the above men- .
tioned topic, please inform Bertus i
Haverkort and/or Wim Hiemstra, :
C0MPAS, c/o ETC Foundation. i
P0 Box 64, 3830 AB Leusden. i
the Netherlands 

.
ILEIA New Stalf
Regina Ruanewas born and rai- :
sed in Surinam, South America. i
At the age of 1 6 she came over to :
live in the Netherlands. Regina :
has many years of working expe- i
riences as a secretary and joined :
ILEIA in 0ctober 1994 to run the I
secretariat, together with Lila .
Felipie and Marika van den Brom. 

i
lngrid Huibers-Goyaerf was born I
and raised in the Netherlands. :
studied plant breeding at I
Wageningen Agricultural :
University, lived and worked for i
four years in India and later on for ,
another four years in the north of i
Senegal. She specialised in docu- ,
mentation and library work, as :
she thinks it very important to :
provide people with information :

From Ieft to ilght, top row: Wtm Hiemstra, Maia Kooistrc, Bertus Haverkoft,
Cllve Lightfoot, Wietse Bruinsma- Frcnt' row: Ann Waters-Bayer, Maria
Fernandez, lngild Huiberc, Begina Buane, Cartne Atderc, Marlka van den
Bron, Lila Felipie, Ricardo Bamlrez, Laurcns van Vetdhuizen and Coen
Reiintles.

Maja Kooistrais born and raised
in the Netherlands, educated in
physical geography and soil
science at the State University of
Utrecht; PhD in 1978 atthe
University of Amsterdam. During
her study as participant of a Nuffic
course she was selected as youth
member for the 2nd World Food
Congress (FA0). Afterwards the

University, international agricul-
tural research centres for rice
(lRRl) and aquatic resources
(ICLARM). Themes of work
Farming Systems Research and
participatory methods. Editor of
the AFSA Journal; Board member
for networking of the AFSRE.
Clive is the new director of lLEIA.
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rufw
that is usefulfor them. Ingrid is
our newly appointed documenta-
list.

Maria Ferniindezwas born and
raised in V.S., educated in social
anthropology at the University of
California, Berkeley, USA; PhD in
1 992 (Community, Househotd
and Gender in Andean
Agropastoral Sustainabi lity).
Working experience since 1973 in
Peru and Brasil; lecturer in Brasil
and the Netherlands; Women in
Development 0fficer with FAO,
Italy; Extension development and
project advisor with International
Agricultural Centre (lAC), the
Netherlands. Marfa works with
ILEIA as network coordinator.

different ways of dealing with
agriculture were clearly depicted.
Working experience in the UK,
lndia, Kenya, Malaysia and
Nigeria. Themes of work: lano
reclamation, soil conservation
and land use, with a focus on the
balance between abiotic and biotic
aspects. She has written many
scientific publications and edited
a few books.

Clive Lightfootwas born and rai-
sed in Malaysia, educated in tropi-
cal agricultural development in
Reading University, England; PhD
in 1983. Working experience sin-
ce 1976 in India, Botswana and
Philippines. Worked for British
Overseas Development, Cornell

: Gontributions
: - Arulraj, S and J. Vasanthakumar.
: Transecl analysis: the lirst step
: lowards padicipatory technology
: developmenl. Describes how
: scientists from the Sugarcane
, Breeding Institute (lndian Council
: ofAgricultural Research) and
, Annamalai University experience
: the first steps in PTD. A step-by-
: step description on how farmers
, and scientists went about it.
; - Chhetri, PB. Sustaining Farns
: in lhe Fragile Mountains ol
: Nepal: Bishnu Thapa Revisited.
: In 1988, Purna Chhetri wrote in
, this Newsletter about the sustai-
: nable farm of the Thapa family.
: This new article describes the
: changes made by Bishnu in his
i highly diverse farming system
: and the farmer's reasoning
, behind it. While his farm has
, increased interaction with external
: systems, he has been careful not
: to lose his independence and to
, keep innovations within his con-
: trol.
i - Helen, S and Vasudeva R.
. Strategy for viable dairying.
: Describes the experiences of two
: women groups with intensive fod-
i der cultivation to increase milk
: production. Both income and nut-
: rition of the participating families
i improved.
i - Maru, N. Village engineen lor
, waterched developement polen-
: tials and possibilities. Describes
, how Chetana Vikas, an Indian
i NG0, trains villagers to become
: soil conservation experts. Special
: attention is given to the need for
, women's participation.
i - Murata, M. and CJ Lovell.
; optimal use ol waler in garden
: irrigation: experiences lrom the
i Lowveld Research Station,
, South-East Zimbabwe.
: Describes the advantages and
: disadvantages of two irrigation
, methods, using clay pipes and
: porous clay pots.
: - Redda, MA. Community-based
: landcare through rehabilitation
: progtamme in Tigray. The people
I of Tigray chose to growtrees and
: build dams to take better care of
. their land.
: - Shartand, R. Communicating
: sustainability: social factors in
: energy saving sloves. Kenyan
, women explain the social factors
, that influence adopting the use of
, two stoves.
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NETW9RKING is open for (short) conhibutions from reoders. lf you wish io osk odvice
from olher reoders, or if you wish ro onnounce o workshop or troining course or
if you just wonr lo reoct on orticles thot oppeored in the llilA newsleter or orher

hot news items reloied tro suslroinoble ogriculfure, pleose write.
We moy hove to shorten submitted conhibufions.

0n-farm genetic diversity
Productive and stable agriculture requires genetic diversity, onJarm. lt
enables farmers to fit their cropping systems to heterogeneous condi-
tions, to enhance food security for the household and grow a wide range
of different crops. Diversity can be based on local varieties, but also on
newly introduced genetic resources. The challenge is to meet farmers
needs and at the same time find strategies for longer-term conservation
goals. Sometimes proposals put forward are not econ0mically feasible
or of dubious acceptability to farming communities. The International
Development Research Centre (IDRC) calls for a dialogue on the follow-
ing and related topics in the South Asian context: participatory breeding
(broadening farmer input into crossing/selecti0n); decentralised selec-
tion of local or introduced varieties; seed multiplication and distribution
systems t0 support genetic diversity; seedbanking (means to ensure
secure access t0 scarce varieties) and community-based diagnosis of
varietal and seed system trends. A working seminar, scheduled for 1 g-
21 June in Delhi, aims to share experiences and discuss priorities for
future research and action.
For furlher details c0ntact: Michael Loevinsohn and Louise Sperling, IDRC, South Asia
Regional 0ffice, l T Jor Bagh, New Delhi l l 0 003, l ndia. Fax: +91 1 .1 462 2707 . E_mail: post_
mast@idrc.ernet.in.

IF0AM Training Inventory

deep around each group of 4-5 corn plants. In this way, we place the
nutrients at the roots to feed the crops, not the weeds. The harmful
effects are t0 a very small percentage of the soil and because deeply bur-
ied, very little is lost to the atmosphere. In my fruit trees, fertil isation with
NPK has only been necessary once every 3-4 years, due to the heavy
mulch application to the trees. I use chemical Jertil isers as a complement
to my organic practices such as heavy mulching, green manuring with
edible lupine (chocho) and a perennial bean (common name 'popayani-
jo ), compost making, and recently vermiculture. Leaves and cuttings of
Leucaena and a species of Calliandra (Mimosaceae) - native to 0ur area
enrich the soils with promising results, yet they do not fully deal with the
scarcity of phosphorus. I do not use any pesticide at all. We grow about
50 different crops, mostly for home consumption. In summary, I am in
favour of cutting the use of chemical inputs as much as possible. but
keeping a practical and realistic view to make the land support the small
farmer. Total organic production must be the goal to strive towards, but
the combined use of organic practices, with limited use of some chemical
fertilisers may mean the difference between underproduction and oover-
ty, and a decent level of self-sufficiency and a higher standard of living.
Carl0s Z0rrilla, Casilla 18, 0tavalo, lmbabura. Ecuador.

How to mimimize laterit ization
Lateritization is manifested through the translocation and accumulation
of iion and aluminium oxides usually about 60 cm below the soil surface,
caused by water movement in the soil and especially the Jluctuation of
the groundwater table between the dry and the rainy season. That is why
the problem is more accute in savanna soils than in forest soils. When
the iron-rich layer becomes partially or completely exposed to the air
through erosion, it hardens irreversibly into a laterite pan which does not
allow the roots and water t0 penetrate. The productivity of the land is
greatly reduced or may even be completely destroyed.

In northern Ghana one can see many square kilometers of cultivated
and uncultivated land rendered useless through lateritization. And this
problem keeps growing throughout the tropics. In northern Ghana, I
inspected many sacred groves where the people of traditional African
religion bring sacrifices to their gods. The people protect them from fire.
As a result, the soil is very rich in organic matter, and is very difficult to
see laterite gravel on the soil surface. However, justtaking one step out
of the sacred grove to the cultivated land, one can see a lot of laterite
gravel on the soil surface. I took soil samples from the sacred grove and
the cultivated field nearby at 10, 20 and 30 cms in the soil. lt appeared
that the top 1 0 cm of soil in the sacred grove contained about nine times
more organic matter than in the nearby cultivated field. The top 30 cm of
soil 0n the nearby cultlvated field contained 1,233 tons of laterite gravel
more than in the sacred grove.

When nature is left undisturbed by mankind, the problem of laterif
ization is never very serious. This means we can minimize the problem if
we cooperate with nature with proper land use, construction of terraces,
non-bu rning practices, organic fertil isers, agroforestry, minim um tillage,
mulching, mixed cropping and mixed farming. I would like to invite the
ILEIA readers to share their own ideas and experiences with the problem
of laterization in the tropics. We should all try our best to learn from
nature and from each other.
Write lo: Albin Korem, P0 Box 2028, Accra. Ghana.

In orderto strengthen the organic movement in tropical environments, a
pr0gramme called "0rganic Agriculture until lggg , with seven interrelat_
ed projects has been accepted by the IFoAM World Board of Directors.
The projects deal with data collection, global standards, comparison with
conventional agriculture, acceptance of global standards by legislative
bodies, local market development, extension and training, networking
and lobbying. The first project is the so-called .Training Inventory
Prolect , meant to strengthen the training capacity ot tFOAU members
and related training institutes. The inventory aims to give an overview oJ
training institutions accross the globe where courses can be taken in
organic agriculture for tropical environments. The first output will be a
publication which lists those training institutes who have responded to a
questionnaire, mailed in 0ctober 1994 (planned publication date:
0ctober 1995). Furlhermore, bottlenecks will be identified and olans
made to deal with them.
For further informalion: Hans van Willenswaard, co-ordinator, p0 Box 1 1 51 4, 1 001 GM
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, fax: +31 -20-6224925.

IEISA on ourfarm
Our farm is located 2 hours by car on a third grade dirt road, followed bv a
one hour horse ride in the highlands of Ecuador. The nearesttown is
0tavalo. ln my experience, it is extremely hard to carry forth low-external-
input agriculture in many circumstances. Like most soils in this part of
Ecuador, our soils are quite deficient in phosphorus, a problem I was
unable to remedy with on-farm soil amendments. Agricultural lime is not
available in our province and too highly priced to bring in. Indeed, forthe
first 7-8 years, I tried very hard not use chemical fertilisers on our maize
and vegetable crops. After repeated failures, I reluctantlv brouoht in NpK
fertil isers, about 7 years ago. Their limited use made it possibli to
Increase production to supply a larger proporlion of our food needs. The
feftil isers are used in corn by making 3-4 holes about g-10 centimeters
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Une agricu-lture
pour demarn
At last! Farming for the future
is now available in French.
The extensive bibliography
has been completely revised,
containing f rancophone litera-
ture on LEISA. This 360 page
book costs FF 170 and can be
ordered from Karthala, 22-24
blvd Arago, 7501 3 Paris,
France. Fax: +33 1 45352705.

'Farming for the Future' wil l
most likely be translated into
Arabic. lf you are aware of
documented Middle Eastern
and/or Northern African exa-
mples of LEISA which can be
included, please send them to
Ma'an, the organisation who
will organise translation and
publication. Also pictures of
traditional, sustainable and
organic farming practices are
welcomed.
Ma'an Development Center, ann.
Suha Tannous, P.O. Box 51 352,
Jerusalem.

Polluted
urban wastes
I read with interest the article
on'Gardening on garbage:
opportunity or threat?' in the
last ILEIA Newsletter. While
working in Mali, I noticed that
vil lages placed all garbage at
certain street corners and
once well rotted, it was carted
out to gardens and used as
organic ferti l iser. I also
noticed decomposing batter-
ies throughout the same millet
fields and often wondered
what heavy metals might be
introduced into the food eaten
by malians! On the one hand
it was good to see garbage
being used; but there would
seem to be a need for educa-
tion on waste seoaration.
Brent Tegler, Environment Division,
P.O. Box 36, GIZO, Western Province,
Solomon lslands.

countries participated, there
was an interesting debate on
the relation between tradition-
al and organic agriculture.
The following definition was
prepared by one member
(Agro-eco, the Netherlands):
"Traditional agriculture is
the form of agriculture as
practised by indigenous peo-
ple. lndigenous people are
the descendants of people
who live in the area before it
was colonised by persons
from a different ethnic origin.
Often, they developed a cul-
ture that is closely related
and dependent on the local
environment. ln case indige-
nous people still practice an
agriculture conform to their

particular social and cultural
customs and traditions, and
have not adopted modern
day ag ricu ltu ral tech n iq u es
and methods, this type of
agriculture can be certified as
(traditional) organic agricul-
ture as their wisdom, customs
and traditions need to be pre-
serued and enhanced." This
strict definition was proposed
to reduce misuse of the term
traditional agriculture as a
way to get easy organic cer-
tif ication. When traditional
agriculture intensifies, it
becomes either organic agri-
culture (which can be cerlified
and marketed as 'organic'),

LEISA or conventional,
chemical-based agriculture.
The definition was rejected as

being too static and too nar-
rowly defined; it implies that
the people need to have been
colonised; it should include
indigenous and mixed practic-
es being the result of the con-
tinuous process of cultural
change and adaptation. The
meeting could not reach con-
sensus. Now IFOAM's
Standards Committee is
requested to work on a new
definition to be voted upon for
the next Conference, planneo
for August 1996 in Denmark.
ILEIA Newsletter Readers are
invited to join this discussion
and send their views and defi-
nit ions to: Standards
Committee, IFOAM General
Secretariat, Oekozentrum
lmsbach, D-66636 Tholev-
Theley, Germany.

Next issue
Vo l .11  No .2
"lnnovative Research

Approaches" is
scheduled to

appear in
July.

BACK COPIES ot the ILEIA Newstetter
are available: (USg 5)
Vol.3/No.2: Diversity
Vol.4/No.3: Participatory tmhnotogy devt
Vol.4/No.4: Enhancingdrylandagriculture
Vol.s/No.1: Discussion on sustaining

agriculture
Vol.s/No.2: lntensifyingagriculturein

humid area
Vol.ZNo. l /2: Assassing farmlng

technioues
Vol.7/No.3: Lsamingtorsusiainable

agriculture
Vol.7/No.4: Searchingforsynergy
Vol.8yNo.2: (reprint) Lei's work together
Vol.8No.3: Livestocksuslaining

livelihoods
Vol.g/No.l: Keeproll ing
Vol.g/No.z: Cutting back on chemicals
Vol. l0No.2: Caring for our tand
Vol.10/No.3: Wastes wanted
Vol.lo/No.4: Faming at close quarters

(issues not listed are out ot print)

Also available: Participatory Technotogy
Development In sustainable agriculture:
an introduction. 1989.40 pp. US$7.50.
Le d6veloppement participatlf de tech-
nologies, a lranslation into French ot
ILEIA Newstetter vot.4/No.3 (us$). Third
World readers may request a tree copy.

Dealino with weeds
The third r'#ue thrb year witt take a closer took at weeds,
both from a negative and a positive point of view. We are
looking for experiences in weed control, particularly specif-
ic methods aimed at managing weeds, so not onty purely
mechanical weeding. This includes e.g. biological weed
control, cultural practices and live mulches. We are also
interested in a cost-benefit analysis of weeding labour, risk
management and zero tillage. Weeds can be made use ot,
eg for food, todder, soil tertility, composting, heatth or even
construction. How do farmers' see weeds? Are they harm-
tul? Insight in these questions would allow agricultural
development workers to better focus on smallholders' inter-
esfs.
If you would like to contribute, please send an outline
describing practical experiences with weeds to TLEIA betore
1 July 1995. Any other information on weeds, tike books,
journals, videos and training courses are also welcome.

Tladitional
equals olganic?
During the last IFOAM
Conference held in
December 1994 in New
Zealand, in which 800
participants from 60

ILEIA Po Box 64 NL-383o AB Leusden Netherlands
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